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BERNSTEIN-SATO POLYNOMIALS FOR PROJECTIVE
HYPERSURFACES WITH WEIGHTED HOMOGENEOUS ISOLATED
SINGULARITIES
MORIHIKO SAITO
Abstract. We present a quite efficient method to compute the roots of Bernstein-Sato
polynomial of a homogeneous polynomial if the associated projective hypersurface has only
weighted homogeneous isolated singularities (so that its local Bernstein-Sato polynomials are
uniquely determined by weights) and if a certain condition is satisfied. In the three variable
case, the last condition holds except for polynomials of quite special type (that is, extremely
degenerated ones) as far as calculated. The computation of roots is reduced to that of the
Hilbert series of graded Milnor algebras, which can be done instantly by computers (unless
the degree is huge), although it takes much longer to get the Bernstein-Sato polynomial
itself (that is, with multiplicities) using a computer program in general. For the proof of
the formula, we prove the E2-degeneration of the pole order spectral sequence. We have a
simpler formula for the roots of Bernstein-Sato polynomials if the projective hypersurfaces
have only ordinary double points or the Tjurina number is relatively small.
Introduction
Let f be a homogeneous polynomial of n variables with n > 3 and d := deg f > 3. Put
Z := {f = 0} ⊂ Y := Pn−1. Let bf (s) be the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f . Set
Rf :=
{
α ∈ Q | bf (−α) = 0
}
,
and similarly for Rhz replacing f by a local defining function hz of (Z, z) ⊂ (Y, z) (z ∈ Z).
Define the set of roots of Bernstein-Sato polynomial supported at the origin R0f by
(1) R0f := Rf \ RZ with RZ :=
⋃
z∈SingZRhz ⊂ Rf .
Here the last inclusion follows from the equality bhz(s) = bf,y(s) with bf,y(s) the local
Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f at y ∈ Cn \ {0} with [y] = z in Y = (Cn \ {0})/C∗. (This
follows from the assertion that bf,y(s) depends only on f
−1(0), see Remark (4.2)(i) below.)
Set Ff := f
−1(1) ⊂ Cn (the Milnor fiber of f). We have the pole order filtration P on
each monodromy eigenspace Hj(Ff ,C)λ (λ ∈ C
∗). Recall the following.
Theorem 1 ([Sa4, Theorem 2]). Assume α /∈ RZ . If α satisfies the condition
(2) α /∈ RZ + Z<0,
then
(3) α ∈ R0f ⇐⇒ Gr
p
P H
n−1(Ff ,C)λ 6= 0
(
p = [n− α], λ = e−2piiα
)
.
If condition (2) does not hold, then only the implication ⇐= holds in (3).
Remark 1. For the moment there is no example such that the implication =⇒ in (3)
fails without assuming condition (2). This problem is related to the asymptotic expansion of
local sections of DX [s]f
s via the V -filtration, and is rather complicated, see Remark (4.2)(iii)
below.
Theorem 1 gives a partial generalization of a well-known theorem in the isolated singularity
case asserting that the Steenbrink spectral numbers coincide with the roots of the microlocal
Bernstein-Sato polynomial b˜f(s) := bf(s)/(s+1) up to a sign by forgetting the multiplicities
in the case f is a weighted homogeneous polynomial, see (1.9.2) below.
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We have the pole order spectral sequence associated with the pole order filtration on the
(algebraic) microlocal Gauss-Manin complex of f . Set
R := C[x1, . . . , xn],
with x1, . . . , xn the coordinates of C
n. This is a graded ring with deg xi = 1. Let Ω
• be
the complex of the exterior products of the Ka¨hler differentials of R over C so that Ωp
is a free R-module of rank
(
n
p
)
. This complex has anti-commuting two differentials d and
df∧ preserving the grading (up to the shift by d = deg f in the case of df∧), where each
component of the complex is graded with deg xi = deg dxi = 1.
In this paper we assume the isolated singularity condition :
(IS) σZ := dimΣ = 0 with Σ := SingZ.
We have the vanishing
(4) Hjd
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
= 0 unless j = n− 1 or n,
where H•df∧ means that the cohomology with respect to the differential df∧ is taken, and
similarly for H•d. These are members of the E2-term of the spectral sequence associated
with the double complex with anti-commuting two differentials d and df∧ on Ω•, see also
(1.1.1) below. The latter has been studied in [Di1], although the relation to the Gauss-Manin
system and the Brieskorn modules was not mentioned there. Note that the usual (that is,
non-microlocal) pole order spectral sequence was considered there, but its E2-degeneration is
equivalent to that of the microlocal one (see [DiSa3, Corollary 4.7]), and the latter is related
to the pole order filtration as in (1.2.8) below. It has been observed in many examples by
A. Dimca and G. Sticlaru [DiSt2] that the pole order spectral sequence degenerates at E2 if
the singularities of Z are isolated and weighted homogeneous. We have the following.
Proposition 1. Under the assumption (IS), the E2-degeneration of the pole order spectral
sequence is equivalent to each of the following two conditions :
(5) dimHnd
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
= dimHn−1(Ff ,C).
(6) dimHn−1d
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
= dimHn−2(Ff ,C).
If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, then the pole order spectrum SpP (f) (see [DiSa3])
is given by the difference of the Hilbert series of the graded C-vector spaces
M (2) := Hnd
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
, N (2) := Hn−1d
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
(−d),
with variable t of the Hilbert series replaced by t1/d (where (m) for m ∈ Z denotes the shift
of grading so that E(m)k := Em+k for any graded module E), and moreover, in the notation
of (3), we have the canonical isomorphisms
(7) M
(2)
k = Gr
p
P H
n−1(Ff ,C)λ
(
α = k
d
, p = [n− α], λ = e−2piiα
)
.
In this paper we prove the following.
Theorem 2. Under the assumption (IS), assume further
(W)
Every singularity of Z is analytically defined by a weighted homogeneous
polynomial locally on Y , see (1.8) below.
Then the pole order spectral sequence degenerates at E2 so that (7) holds.
This is quite nontrivial even in the case n = 3. Without condition (W), Theorem 2
never holds, see [DiSa3, Theorem 5.2]. The assumption (W) is equivalent to that every
singularity of Z is quasihomogeneous, that is, hz ∈ (∂hz) (∀ z ∈ Σ), where hz is as in (1), and
(∂hz) is the Jacobian ideal generated by the partial derivatives of hz, see [SaK] (and (1.8)
below). Note that Rhz can be determined only by the weights in the weighted homogeneous
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isolated singularity case, see (1.9.2–3) and (A.1) below. This is quite different from the non-
quasihomogeneous isolated hypersurface singularity case where we need a computer program
to determine the local Bernstein-Sato polynomials of Z in general.
Combining Theorem 2 with [DiSa3], [Sa4], we can show the following.
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, any α ∈ R0f satisfying condition (2) in
Theorem 1 can be detected by using the Hilbert series of the graded C-vector space M (2) in
Proposition 1.
Set
M := Hndf∧Ω
•, N := Hn−1df∧Ω
•(−d).
These are graded C-vector spaces. Let y be a sufficiently general linear combination of the
coordinates xi of C
n, and M ′ ⊂ M be the y-torsion part. Set M ′′ := M/M ′. Note that M ′
is a finite dimensional graded C-vector subspace of M , and is independent of the choice of a
sufficiently general y, see for instance [DiSa3].
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we have the injectivity of the composition
of canonical morphisms
M ′ →֒ M→ M (2).
From Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we can deduce
Corollary 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, assume further M ′k 6= 0 for some k. Then
M
(2)
k 6= 0, and hence
k
d
∈ Rf .
These do not hold if the assumption (W) of Theorem 2 is unsatisfied, see [Sa6].
Let τZ :=
∑
z∈SingZ τhz with τhz the Tjurina number of a local defining function hz, that
is, τhz = dimOY,z/
(
(∂hz), hz
)
. Under the assumption of Theorem 2, this coincides with the
Milnor number µhz := dimOY,z/(∂hz). We have the inequalities (see for instance [DiSa3]):
(8)
µ′′k := dimM
′′
k 6 τZ , νk := dimNk 6 τZ (∀ k ∈ Z),
where the equalities hold if k > nd.
The differential d of Ω• induces d(1) : Nk+d → Mk (k ∈ Z) so that M
(2)
k , N
(2)
k+d are
respectively its cokernel and kernel. It is easy to calculate the dimensions of Mk, Nk+d by
using computers, and moreover, under the assumption (W), we have the following:
(9) The composition Nk+d
d(1)
−→Mk→ M
′′
k is injective if
k
d
/∈ RZ .
This follows from [DiSa3, Theorem 5.3 and Remark 5.6(i)] together with the assertion that
the Hodge and pole order filtrations coincide in the case of weighted homogeneous isolated
singularities, see (1.9.2) below.
Remark 2. In order to determine R0f , we do not have to calculate d
(1) : Nk+d →Mk in (9)
for k
d
∈ RZ because of the last inclusion RZ ⊂ Rf in (1). In particular, the information of
Hn−2(Ff ,C) (which is given by the kernel of d
(1)) is unnecessary to determine R0f .
Let (∂f) ⊂ R be the Jacobian ideal generated by the partial derivatives of f . Then M is
identified with the Milnor algebra R/(∂f) up to the shift of grading by −n. It is well known
that the νk := dimNk are expressed by the µk := dimMk; more precisely
(10) νk = µk − γk (∀ k ∈ Z) with
∑
k∈Z γk t
k =
(
t + · · ·+ t d−1
)
n,
see [DiSa3, Formula (3)]. (This follows from the assertion that the Euler characteristic of a
bounded complex of finite dimensional vector spaces is independent of the differential.)
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To deal with the difficulty associated with condition (2) in Theorem 1, define the critical
set of f by
CS(f) :=
{
k ∈ Z
∣∣ k
d
∈ [αZ , n− 2− αZ ] ∩ (RZ + Z<0) \ RZ
}
⊂ Z,
where αZ := minRZ . (Note that CS(f) is determined only by RZ .) We have the following.
Theorem 4. Assume condition (W) in Theorem 2 hold and moreover
(11) µk > νk+d for any k ∈ CS(f).
Then R0f can be determined by the µk (k ∈ Z). More precisely, we have the inclusion
(12) R0f ⊂
[
n
d
, n
)
∩ 1
d
Z,
and for k
d
∈
([
n
d
, n
)
∩ 1
d
Z
)
\ RZ , we have
k
d
∈ R0f if and only if µk > νk+d.
Here we must have the inclusion CS(f) ⊂
[
n,∞
)
in order that condition (11) hold (since
µk = 0 for k < n). This inclusion is satisfied if αZ >
n−1
d
(since n − 1 /∈ CS(f) in the
case n−1
d
= αZ ∈ RZ). Note that the last inequality holds if
n−1
d
6 1 (for instance, if
n = 3 and d > 2) according to [Ch], [dFEM, Corollary 3.6], [MuPo, Section 26]. (Here
the semicontinuity theorem as in [St3], [Va2] does not seem to be enough according to a
discussion with J. Stevens.) Note also that
[
n
d
, αZ
)
∩ 1
d
Z ⊂ Rf by (4.2.6) below.
Condition (11) in Theorem 4 is a kind of device invented to avoid the difficulty related
to condition (2) as is explained in Remark 1. It is expected that condition (11) hold, for
instance, in the projective line arrangement case. However, it does not hold, for instance,
in the case f = x4y2z + z7 (or f = x6y3 − z9), where Z is reducible and χ(U) = 1 with
U := Y \ Z, see Example (5.4) below. Such examples are restricted so far to the case
of extremely degenerated curves (see (1.11) below for definition). We have χ(U) = 0 or 1
for extremely degenerated curves, but we do not know any example such that χ(U) = 0
and condition (11) is unsatisfied. An extremely degenerated curve satisfying the condition
RZ ∩
1
d
Z 6= {1} is always reducible. We have the following.
Question 1. Are there any examples such that condition (11) does not hold and Z is
irreducible in the case n = 3 ?
For the moment we do not know any examples as in Question 1, and it seems quite
interesting if there are really such examples. The condition µk > νk+d in (11) would be
satisfied easily if |χ(U)| is not sufficiently small, see (2.9.2) below. So |χ(U)| must be very
small, and for this, the Milnor number of Z must be quite large, see (2.9.4) and Remark (5.5)
below. It is rather difficult to construct examples satisfying the conditions that αZ <
n
d
and
|χ(U)| is very small with n = 3, except for extremely degenerated curves, because of the
condition that the singularities of Z must be weighted homogeneous, where “semi-weighted-
homogeneous” is not enough (for instance, f = (yz − x2)3 − y6). It is known that the latter
is equivalent to a µ-constant deformation of a weighted homogeneous polynomial.
Set
(13) δk := µk − νk+d, Supp {δk} := {k ∈ Z | δk 6= 0}.
The latter is called the support of {δk}. Assuming (W), we have by Theorem 2 and (9)
(14) δk 6 µ
(2)
k := dimM
(2)
k (∀ k ∈ Z), where the equality holds if
k
d
/∈ RZ .
In any calculated examples, the following is observed:
(15)
Supp {δk} \ dRZ = {kmin, . . . , kmax} \ dRf in Z,
with kmin := min
(
Supp {δk} \ dRZ
)
and similarly for kmax.
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Here it is also possible that Supp {δk}\dRZ = ∅. This may sometime occur especially when
|χ(U)| 6 1. We say that Supp {δk} is discretely connected outside dRZ ∩ Z if (15) holds or
Supp {δk}\dRZ = ∅. The discrete connectedness of Supp {δk} in Z may fail only at k ∈ dZ
and only in the case |χ(U)| 6 1 for the moment, see Examples (5.2) and (5.7) below.
Question 2. Is Supp {δk} discretely connected outside dRZ∩Z at least when condition (W)
is satisfied?
This seems to hold always as far as calculated. Setting µ′k := dimM
′
k, µ
′′
k := dimM
′′
k , we
have the decomposition
(16) δk = δ
′
k + δ
′′
k with δ
′
k := µ
′
k, δ
′′
k := µ
′′
k − νk+d (k ∈ Z),
so that {δ′k}, {δ
′′
k} have symmetries with centers nd/2 and (n− 1)d/2 respectively, that is,
(17) δ′k = δ
′
nd−k , δ
′′
k = δ
′′
(n−1)d−k .
(These follow from µ′k = µ
′
nd−k, µ
′′
k = τZ − νnd−k, see [DiSa3, Corollaries 2 and 3].)
It is known that the support of {δ′k} = {µ
′
k} is discretely connected for n = 3, according
to [DiPo] (generalizing some arguments in [BrKa]). However, this does not hold if n = 4 and
condition (W) is unsatisfied, according to Aldo Conca, see [Sti] (and Remark (5.8) below).
We have δ′′k > 0 for
k
d
/∈ RZ by (9) assuming condition (W), although we may have δ
′′
k = 0
(∀ k ∈ N), see Example (5.4) below. (See also Remark (4.11)(v) below for good examples.)
Set
α˜Z := min R˜Z with R˜Z :=
⋃
z∈SingZR˜hz ⊂ RZ .
Here R˜hz is the roots of the reduced Bernstein-Sato polynomial b˜hz(s) := bhz(s)/(s + 1) up
to a sign with hz as in (1). We have a positive answer to Question 2 in the ordinary double
point case or in the case the Tjurina number τZ is relatively small where the condition is
given in terms of the γk and α˜Z (see Theorem (4.10) below for a more precise statement):
Theorem 5. Assume d > n and either all the singularities of Z are ordinary double points
or condition (W) holds together with the strict inequality
(18) τZ < min
(
2γm0 , γm1
) (
m0 := ⌈dα˜Z ⌉, m1 := min
(⌈
d(n−1)
2
⌉
, ⌈d(α˜Z + 1)⌉
))
,
where γk is as in (10) and ⌈β⌉ := min{k ∈ Z | k > β} for β ∈ R in general. Then we have
a positive answer to Question 2, and moreover (15) holds with
(19)
kmin = n, kmax = n(d− 1)−min(d, βf),
βf := min{k ∈ N | µ
′
k 6= 0} − n (see also (23) below).
The hypothesis (18) implies that α˜Z >
n
d
. Indeed, we have γm0 > 2 unless τZ = 1 (where
α˜Z = (n − 1)d/2 >
n
d
). Theorem 5 is not necessarily very efficient for explicit calculations
of R0f , since we have to examine whether condition (18) holds after the computation of the
γk and βf (using (A.3) below). It seems better to use Corollary 3 below calculating the δk
(using (A.4) below) for explicit calculations.
For the relation with |χ(U)|, we have the following for any k ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1}:
(20) (−1)n−1χ(U) =
∑n−1
j=0 γjd+k − µZ =
∑n−1
j=1 γjd − µZ − (−1)
n,
see (2.9) below. Here µZ = τZ under the assumption (W). Condition (18) then implies that
|χ(U)| cannot be small (unless d is very small). It seems interesting whether the conclusion
of Theorem 5 holds by assuming only τZ < γd, α˜Z >
n
d
together with condition (W).
If Z has only singularities of type A,D,E, we have
(21) d(n−2)
2
< dα˜Z 6
d(n−1)
2
so that m1 =
⌈
d(n−1)
2
⌉
,
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and the inequality (18) is quite often satisfied for n > 4 (where α˜Z > 1 >
n
d
), but not very
often for n = 3. If furthermore Z has only ordinary double points, we have
(22) R˜Z = {α˜Z} = {
n−1
2
}, m0 = m1 =
⌈d(n−1)
2
⌉
,
and the inequality (18) does not necessarily hold (even though the conclusion of Theorem 5 is
true). Indeed, γm1 coincides with Arnold’s number An−1(d) so that the inequality τZ 6 γm1
holds in this case by [Va2], although the equality may occur, see Remark (4.11)(ii) below.
In general we have
(23) βf = min
{
k ∈ N | ∃ g ∈ Rk \ (∂f)k such that g˜ ∈ OY (k)⊗OY (∂f)
∼
}
,
where g˜ is the section of OY (k) associated with g ∈ Rk, and (∂f)
∼ ⊂ OY is the ideal sheaf
associated with the graded ideal (∂f) ⊂ R, see [Ha2]. In the ordinary double point case,
the condition for g˜ in (23) is equivalent to that g˜|SingZ = 0. In the latter case, it does not
seem easy to construct an example with min(d, βf) 6= βf , that is, d < βf , when n < 5 (see
Example (5.7) below for the case n = 5, d = 3, whereM ′ = 0, that is, βf = +∞). Theorem 5
is proved by using a bound of k with νk = 0, which is shown in [Di2], [DiSt1] (in the ordinary
double point case) and [DiSa4] (in general), see (4.10) below.
Practically a fundamental problem seems to be the following.
Question 3. Does n belong to Supp {δk} \ dRf ?
This depends on each polynomial f . In the case αZ (= min(α˜Z , 1)) >
n
d
, we have a positive
answer by Remark (4.2)(iv) together with Theorem 2 and (9) (see also Remark (4.11)(v)
below). If Questions 2 and 3 have positive answers so that kmin in (15) coincides with n,
then we may determine R0f . More precisely, Theorem 2 implies the following.
Corollary 3. Assume condition (W) holds, and moreover (15) is satisfied with
(24) kmin = n, kmax > max
(
dRZ ∩ Z
)
− d.
Then
dR0f = {n, . . . , kmax} \ dRZ .
The last condition of (24) is needed to show that k
d
/∈ R0f for k > kmax (using Theorem 1).
It may be replaced by the condition that kmax > d−1 when n = 3. As for the first condition
kmin = n in (24), we have always kmin > n, where the strict inequality can occur (so that
Question 3 has a negative answer) only if αZ 6
n
d
by using Remark (4.2)(iv) below (for
instance, if f = x4y2z + z7), see the remark after Question 3. If kmin > n, we cannot
determine whether k
d
∈ R0f for k ∈ [n, kmin−1] with
k
d
∈
(
RZ + Z<0
)
\ RZ (because of
condition (2) in Theorem 1). Note that it does not matter whether αZ >
n
d
or not, if
kmin = n (see for instance Remark (4.11)(v) below). It is conjectured that the hypothesis of
Corollary 3 is satisfied whenever αZ >
n
d
assuming condition (W) (and n = 3 if necessary).
If these conditions are satisfied(or if |χ(U)| is not small), it is recommended to see whether
the hypothesis of Corollary 3 holds by using (A.4) below which calculates the δk explicitly.
We thank A. Dimca for useful discussions on pole order spectral sequences and for making
a computer program based on [Sa7] (which encouraged us to make a less sophisticated one).
We also thank J. Stevens for useful discussions on the estimate of the minimal spectral
numbers. This work is partially supported by Kakenhi 24540039 and 15K04816.
In Section 1 we review some basics of pole order spectral sequences associated with the
algebraic microlocal Gauss-Manin systems, and prove Proposition 1 and also Theorem (1.5)
about the compatibility of certain self-duality isomorphisms. In Section 2 we study the
fundamental exact sequences of vanishing cycles, and prove Theorem (2.2) which is a key to
the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 3 we calculate the filtered twisted de Rham complexes
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associated to weighted homogeneous polynomials with isolated singularities. In Section 4
we prove Theorems 2, 3 and 4. In Section 5 we calculate some examples explicitly. In
Appendix we explain how to use the computer programs Macaulay2 and Singular for explicit
calculations of roots of Bernstein-Sato polynomials.
1. Microlocal pole order spectral sequences
In this section we review some basics of pole order spectral sequences associated with the
algebraic microlocal Gauss-Manin systems, and prove Proposition 1 and also Theorem (1.5)
about the compatibility of certain self-duality isomorphisms.
1.1. Algebraic microlocal Gauss-Manin systems. For a homogeneous polynomial f ,
we have the algebraic microlocal Gauss-Manin complex C˜•f defined by
(1.1.1) C˜jf := Ω
j [∂t, ∂
−1
t ] with differential d− ∂t df∧,
where Ω• is as in the introduction. It is a complex of graded C[t]〈∂t, ∂
−1
t 〉-modules with
(1.1.2) deg t = − deg ∂t = d,
and the actions of t, ∂it are defined by
(1.1.3) t(ω∂kt ) = (fω)∂
k
t − k ω∂
k−1
t , ∂
i
t(ω∂
k
t ) = ω∂
k+i
t (ω ∈ Ω
j , i ∈ Z).
The algebraic microlocal Gauss-Manin systems are defined by
G˜jf := H
n−jC˜•f (j ∈ [0, σZ + 1]),
where σZ := dimSingZ as in the introduction. These are free graded C[∂t, ∂
−1
t ]-modules of
finite type, and there are canonical isomorphisms
(1.1.4) G˜jf,k = H˜
n−1−j(Ff ,C)e(−k/d)
(
∀ k ∈ Z
)
,
where e(α) := exp(2πiα) for α ∈ Q, Ff := f
−1(1) (which is viewed as the Milnor fiber of f),
and Eλ := Ker(Ts−λ) in E := H˜
•(Ff ,C) with Ts the semisimple part of the monodromy T ,
see [DiSa2], [DiSa3], etc.
1.2. Pole order spectral sequences. In the notation of (1.1), we have the filtration P ′
on C˜•f defined by
(1.2.1) P ′i C˜
j
f :=
⊕
k6i+j Ω
j∂kt .
This is an exhaustive increasing filtration, and induces the filtration P ′ on the Gauss-Manin
systems Gjf compatible with the grading. Since deg ∂t = −d, we have
(1.2.2) Ωj∂kt = Ω
j(kd),
where (m) for m ∈ Z denotes the shift of grading as in Proposition 1. Set
P ′ i = P ′−i.
We have
(1.2.3) GriP ′C˜
•
f = K
•
f((n− i)d).
Here K•f is the Koszul complex defined by
(1.2.4) Kjf := Ω
j((j − n)d) with differential df∧.
We have the microlocal pole order spectral sequence
(1.2.5) P ′E˜
i,j−i
1 = H
jGriP ′C˜
•
f =⇒ G˜
j+n
f
(
= HjC˜•f
)
.
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In the notation of Proposition 1, we have
(1.2.6) P ′E˜
i,j−i
r =
{(
Hjdf∧Ω
•
)
((j − i)d) =
(
HjK•f
)
((n− i)d) if r = 1,
Hjd
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
((j − i)d) if r = 2.
Set
(1.2.7) P := P ′[1], that is, P i := P ′ i+1 (i ∈ Z).
The isomorphisms in (1.1.4) induce the filtered isomorphisms
(1.2.8)
(
G˜jf,k, P
)
=
(
H˜n−1−j(Ff ,C)e(−k/d), P
) (
∀ k ∈ [1, d]
)
,
where P on the right-hand side is the pole order filtration, see [Di1], [DiSa2, Section 1.8].
By the definition (1.2.1) we have the filtered graded isomorphisms
(1.2.9) ∂kt :
(
C˜•f , P
′
) ∼
−→
(
C˜•f(−kd), P
′[−k]
)
(k ∈ Z).
Recall that (P ′[m])i = P ′i+m, (P ′[m])i = P
′
i−m, and G(m)k = Gm+k for any graded module
G• and m ∈ Z in general.
By (1.2.9) we get the graded isomorphisms of spectral sequences for k ∈ Z :
(1.2.10) ∂kt : P ′E˜
i,j−i
r
∼
−→ P ′E˜
i−k,j−i+k
r (−kd) (r > 1),
which are compatible with the differentials dr of the spectral sequences.
1.3. Isolated singularity case. In the notation of the introduction, assume Z ⊂ Y has
only isolated singularities, that is,
(1.3.1) σZ := dimΣ = 0 with Σ := SingZ.
Set
(1.3.2) M := HnK•f , N := H
n−1K•f ,
where k•f is as in (1.2.4). These are graded C-vector spaces.
Let y be a sufficiently general linear combination of coordinates xi of C
n. Then M , N
are finitely generated graded C[y]-modules. It is known that N is y-torsion-free (see, for
instance, [DiSa3]). Set
(1.3.3) M ′ := Mtor, M
′′ :=Mfree = M/Mtor,
where Mtor denotes the y-torsion part of M . (The latter is independent of y as long as y is
sufficiently general). These are also finitely generated graded C[y]-modules. Set
(1.3.4)
M˜ := M [y−1] = M ⊗C[y] C[y, y
−1]
(
= M˜ ′′ := M ′′[y−1]
)
,
N˜ := N [y−1] = N ⊗C[y] C[y, y
−1].
These are finitely generated free graded C[y, y−1]-modules. By the grading, we have the
direct sum decompositions
M =
⊕
k∈ZMk, N =
⊕
k∈ZNk, M˜ =
⊕
k∈Z M˜k, N˜ =
⊕
k∈Z N˜k, etc.
By definition there are isomorphisms
(1.3.5) y : N˜k
∼
−→ N˜k+1, y : M˜k
∼
−→ M˜k+1 (k ∈ Z),
together with natural inclusions
(1.3.6) Nk →֒ N˜k, M
′′
k →֒ M˜
′′
k = M˜k (k ∈ Z),
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inducing isomorphisms for k ≫ 0, since N and M ′′ are y-torsion-free. In the notation of
[DiSa3, 5.1] we have
(1.3.7) H−1(s′K•f ′) = N˜, H
0(s′K•f ′) = M˜.
In the notation of (1.2), set
(1.3.8) M (r) := P ′E˜
n,0
r , N
(r) := P ′E˜
n,−1
r (r > 1).
Using the differentials dr of the microlocal pole order spectral sequence (1.2.5) together with
the isomorphisms in (1.2.10), we get the morphisms of graded C-vector spaces of degree
−rd :
(1.3.9) d(r) : N (r) → M (r) for any r > 1,
such that N (r), M (r) are respectively the kernel and cokernel of d(r−1) for any r > 2, and are
independent of r ≫ 0 (that is, d(r) = 0 for r ≫ 0). More precisely, (1.3.9) is given by the
composition (using the isomorphisms (1.2.10)):
(1.3.10) P ′E˜
n,0
r
dr−→ P ′E˜
n+r,−r−1
r
∂rt−→ P ′E˜
n,−1
r (−rd).
By (1.2.3) or (1.2.6), we have for r = 1
(1.3.11) M (1) = M, N (1) = N,
and d(1) : N → M is induced by the differential d of the de Rham complex (Ω•, d). By
(1.2.6) we get moreover
(1.3.12) M (2) = Hnd
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
, N (2) = Hn−1d
(
H•df∧Ω
•
)
(−d).
These M (r), N (r), and d(r) are equivalent to the microlocal pole order spectral sequence
because of the isomorphisms (1.2.9–10). Set
(1.3.13) M (∞) := M (r), N (∞) := N (r) (r ≫ 0).
Here µ
(r)
k := dimM
(r)
k , ν
(r)
k := dimN
(r)
k are finite and non-increasing for r > 1 with k fixed.
Hence they are stationary for r ≫ 0 with k fixed.
Note that the shift of the grading by −d for N (2) in (1.3.12) comes from the definition of
the Koszul complex K•f where the differential df∧ preserves the grading.
1.4. Weighted homogeneous isolated singularity case. Assume the isolated singularity
condition (1.3.1) together with condition (W) in Theorem 2, see also (1.8) below. In the
notation of (1.3), set as in [DiSa3, 5.1]:
(1.4.1) h := f/yd on Y ′ := Y \ {y = 0} ∼= Cn−1.
Note that h is a defining function of Z \ {y = 0} in Y ′, and we have Σ = SingZ ⊂ Y ′ (since
y is sufficiently general).
For z ∈ Σ, set
(1.4.2) Ξhz := Ω
n′
Y ′an,z
/dhz∧Ω
n′−1
Y ′an,z
(n′ := dimY ′ = n− 1).
These are finite dimensional vector spaces of dimension µz, where µz is the Milnor number
of (hz, z) which coincides with the Tjurina number τz (z ∈ Σ) under the assumption (W) in
Theorem 2. We have the canonical isomorphism
(1.4.3) Ξalghz
∼
−→ Ξhz ,
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where Ξalghz is defined in the same way as Ξhz with Ω
•
Y ′an,z
replaced by Ω•Y ′,z. (Indeed, OY ′an,z is
flat over OY ′,z so that the tensor product of OY ′an,z over OY ′,z is an exact functor. Applying
this to the exact sequence defining Ξalghz , that is,
Ωn
′−1
Y ′,z
dh∧
−→ Ωn
′
Y ′,z → Ξ
alg
hz
→ 0,
we get the isomorphism
Ξhz = Ξ
alg
hz
⊗OY ′,zOY ′an,z.
We have a canonical morphism Ξalghz → Ξhz induced by the inclusion OY ′,z →֒ OY ′an,z. So
the assertion follows by suing a finite filtration on Ξalghz such that its graded quotients are C,
since C⊗OY ′,z OY ′an,z = C.)
Fixing y, we have the isomorphisms compatible with (1.3.5)
(1.4.4) N˜k =
⊕
z∈Σ Ξhz , M˜k =
⊕
z∈Σ Ξhz (∀ k ∈ Z).
This follows from the argument in [DiSa3, 5.1] by using the isomorphisms in (1.3.7), see also
the proof of Theorem (1.5) below.
By the theory of Gauss-Manin connections on Brieskorn lattices (see [Br]) in the weighted
homogeneous polynomial case, we have the finite direct sum decompositions
(1.4.5) Ξhz =
⊕
α∈Q Ξ
α
hz (z ∈ Σ).
defined by
(1.4.6) Ξαhz := Ker(∂tt− α) ⊂ Ξhz (α ∈ Q, z ∈ Σ),
which is independent of the choice of analytic local coordinates. (Note that we have a
well-defined action of ∂tt on Ξhz , since hz is contained in the ideal generated by its partial
derivatives, see (3.2.2) below.)
Theorem 1.5. Under the isomorphisms in (1.4.4), the duality between N˜k and M˜nd−k
induced from the self-duality isomorphism for the Koszul complex in [DiSa3, Theorem 1]
(using the graded local duality as in [DiSa3, 1.1.4 and 1.7.3]) is identified up to a constant
multiple with the direct sum of the canonical self-duality of Ξhz for z ∈ Σ.
Proof. The self-duality isomorphism used in the proof of [DiSa3, Theorem 1] is a canonical
one, and is induced by the canonical graded isomorphism
Ωj = HomR(Ω
n−j ,Ωn),
where Ωn[n] is the graded dualizing complex, see also [Ei], [Ha1], etc. (There is no shift of
grading here, and it appears in the duality isomorphisms in [DiSa3, Theorem 1].)
The duality isomorphisms are compatible with the localization by y in (1.3.4) (see also
[DiSa3, 5.1]). Here we consider the graded modules only over C[y] or C[y, y−1] as in [DiSa3,
Remark 1.7], and then consider the graded duals also over C[y] or C[y, y−1]. The graded dual
over C[y] is defined by using the graded dualizing complex (C[y]dy)[1], where the degree of
complex is shifted by 1, and the degree of grading is also shifted by 1 because of dy. We
have the same with C[y] replaced by C[y, y−1].
As for the relation with the graded local duality as in [DiSa3, 1.1.4 and 1.7.3], we can take
graded free generators {ui}, {vi} ofM
′′, N over C[y] such that ui ∈ M
′′
ki
, vi ∈ Nnd+1−ki , with
ki ∈ Z>0, and C[y]ui is orthogonal to C[y]vj for i 6= j. (Here the shift of grading by 1 comes
from the degree of dy in the above remark.) We can get the ui by using the filtration on Mk
defined by Mk ∩ y
pM ′′ (p ∈ Z), and similarly for the vi. Then {y
p−kiui} and {y
ki−p−nd−1ui}
for p≫ 0 are C-bases of M˜p =M
′′
p and N˜−p = (N˜/N)−p, which are orthogonal to each other
under the pairing given by [DiSa3, 1.1.4 and 1.7.3].
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By the above argument, it is enough to consider the graded C[y, y−1]-dual of M˜ instead of
the C-dual of theM ′′p for p≫ 0. In particular, we can neglect the shift of grading in the self-
duality isomorphism (by using the isomorphisms in (1.3.5)) for the proof of Theorem (1.5).
Consider the blow-up along the origin
π : X˜ → X := Cn.
(This blow-up is used only for the coordinate change as is explained below. Here we may
assume y = xn replacing xn if necessary.)
Let X˜ ′′ ⊂ X˜ be the complement of the total transform of {y = 0} ⊂ X . We have the
isomorphism
(1.5.1) X˜ ′′ = Cn
′
× C∗ with n′ = n− 1.
(This must be distinguished from the isomorphism X˜ ′′ = X \ {y = 0} ∼= Cn
′
× C∗, where
the effect of the blow-up is neglected, since the coordinates xi are used here instead of the
x′i defined below.)
In the notation of (1.3), set x′i := xi/y (i ∈ [1, n
′]), and
R′ := C[x′1, . . . , x
′
n′].
Then
(1.5.2) π∗f |X˜′′ = y
dh with h := f/yd ∈ R′,
see also (1.4.1). This decomposition is compatible with the decomposition (1.5.1), where the
x′i and y are identified with the coordinates of C
n′ and C∗ respectively. Since
∂y(y
dh) = dyd−1h, ∂x′
i
(ydh) = ydhi with hi := ∂x′
i
h ∈ R′,
the localized Koszul complex K˜•ydh for the partial derivatives of y
dh on X˜ ′′ = Y ′×C∗ can be
identified, up to a non-zero constant multiple, with the shifted mapping cone
(1.5.3) C
(
h : K•h[y, y
−1]→ K•h[y, y
−1]
)
[−1],
where K•h[y, y
−1] is the scalar extension by C →֒ C[y, y−1] of the Koszul complex K•h defined
by
hi ∈ End(R
′) (i ∈ [1, n′]).
Note that yddy and yd can be omitted in the above descriptions, since they express only the
shift of grading, and can be neglected by using the isomorphisms in (1.3.5) as is explained
above. (Indeed, only y has non-zero degree, since deg y = 1 and deg h = deg hi = deg x
′
i = 0.)
By (1.4.3) there is a quasi-isomorphism (or an isomorphism in the derived category)
(1.5.4) K•h[y, y
−1]
∼
−→
⊕
z∈Σ Ξhz [y, y
−1][−n′].
Consider the filtration G on K˜•
ydh
such that
(1.5.5)
Gr0GK˜
•
ydh
∼= K
•
h[y, y
−1]
( ∼
−→
⊕
z∈Σ Ξhz [y, y
−1][−n′]
)
,
Gr1GK˜
•
ydh
∼= K
•
h[y, y
−1][−1]
( ∼
−→
⊕
z∈Σ Ξhz [y, y
−1][−n′ − 1]
)
,
where K˜•ydh is identified with the mapping cone (1.5.3) (and (1.5.4) is used for the second
isomorphisms in the derived category).
By condition (W) in Theorem 2, we have the vanishing of the morphisms
h : Ξhz [y, y
−1]→ Ξhz [y, y
−1] (∀ z ∈ Σ).
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So the filtration G on K˜•ydh splits in the bounded derived category of graded R
′[y, y−1]-
modules Db(R′[y, y−1])gr, and there is a (non-canonical) isomorphism
(1.5.6) K˜•ydh
∼= Gr0GK˜
•
ydh ⊕Gr
1
GK˜
•
ydh in D
b(R′[y, y−1])gr,
compatible with the filtration G so that the GrkG of (1.5.6) are the identity morphisms
(k = 0, 1). Here we use the isomorphism
HomA(M,M
′) = HomDb(A)(M,M
′),
for objects M,M ′ of an abelian category A in general.
The self-duality isomorphism for K˜•
ydh
is compatible with the filtration G, and induces a
duality between
Gr0GK˜
•
ydh and Gr
1
GK˜
•
ydh,
which can be identified, up to a non-zero constant multiple and also a shift of grading, with
the canonical self-duality of K•h[y, y
−1] by the above argument. Moreover the last self-duality
is the scalar extension by C →֒ C[y, y−1] of the self-duality of the Koszul complex K•h. So
the assertion follows (since the above induced duality between Gr0GK˜
•
ydh and Gr
1
GK˜
•
ydh is
sufficient for the proof of Theorem (1.5)). This finishes the proof of Theorem (1.5).
Remarks 1.6 (i) The self-duality of Ξhz is given by using the so-called residue pairing (see
for instance [Ha1]) which is compatible with the direct sum decompositions (1.4.5), and
implies the duality between Ξαhz and Ξ
n′−α
hz
.
(ii) In the notation of the introduction, Nk and M
′′
dn−k are orthogonal subspaces to each
other by the duality in Theorem (1.5). This is compatible with Corollary 2.
1.7. Proof of Proposition 1. The assertion follows from the filtered isomorphisms (1.2.8)
together with the identification of the pole order spectral sequence with the M (r), N (r), d(r)
in (1.3). This finishes the proof of Proposition 1.
For the convenience of the reader, we review here some basics of weighted homogeneous
polynomials and related things.
1.8. Weighted homogeneous polynomials. We say that h is a weighted homogeneous
polynomial with positive weights (wi) for a coordinate system (yi) of Y := C
n, if h is a linear
combination of
∏
iy
ai
i with
∑
i wiai = 1, where wi ∈ Q>0, ai ∈ N. We have
(1.8.1) λmh(y1, . . . , yn) = h(λ
m1y1, . . . , λ
mnyn) (λ ∈ C
∗),
where mi := mwi ∈ N with m the smallest positive integer satisfying mwi ∈ N, and (1.8.1)
holds with λ replaced by g ∈ OY,0. This implies that condition (W) in Theorem 2 is
independent of the choice of a defining function hz.
We also have
(1.8.2) h = v(h) with v :=
∑
i wi yi∂yi ∈ ΘY .
This implies that h is quasihomogeneous, that is, h ∈ (∂h) with the notation in a remark
after Theorem 2. The converse holds in the isolated singularity case, see [SaK].
1.9. Steenbrink spectrum and Bernstein-Sato polynomials. Let h be a weighted
homogeneous polynomial of n variables with weights w1, . . . , wn as above. The Steenbrink
spectrum Sp(h) =
∑µh
i=1 t
αh,i and the spectral numbers αh,i ∈ Q are defined by
(1.9.1)
0 < αh,1 6 · · · 6 αh,µh < n,
#
{
i
∣∣αh,i = α} = dimGrpFHn−1(Fh,C)λ (= dimΞαh),
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where p := [n − α], λ := exp(−2πiα), and µh is the Milnor number of h, see [St2], [ScSt].
(Here Ξαh is as in (1.4).) We have moreover
(1.9.2) bh(s) = (s+ 1)
[∏µh
i=1(s+ αh,i)
]
red
,
where
[∏
j(s + βj)
mj
]
red
:=
∏
j(s + βj) for βi 6= βj (i 6= j) and mj ∈ Z>0 in general. This
equality can be proved by combining [Ma1] and [ScSt], [Va1] (which show that the Bernstein-
Sato polynomial and the Hodge filtration on the Milnor cohomology can be obtained by using
the Brieskorn lattice [Br]), see also [Sat], [St1]. It is also well known that
(1.9.3) Sp(h) =
∏n
j=1 (t
wj − t)/(1− twj ).
This implies the symmetry of spectral numbers
(1.9.4) αh,i = αh,j (i+ j = µh + 1).
Taking the limit of (1.9.3) for t→ 1, we also get
(1.9.5) µh =
∏n
j=1
(
1
wj
− 1
)
.
This is well known in the Brieskorn-Pham type case, that is, if wi = a
−1
i with ai ∈ N.
Remark 1.10. We can prove (1.9.3) by using the Koszul complex K•h as in (1.2.4) with f
replaced by h. Indeed, the denominator of the right hand side of (1.9.3) gives the Hilbert
series of the graded ring R with deg xi = wi, and the numerator corresponds to the shift of
the grading of each component of the Koszul complex (since deg ∂xih = 1 − wi), where the
complex is viewed as the associated single complex of an n-ple complex associated with the
multiplications by partial derivatives ∂xih (i ∈ [1, n]), see for instance [Se, Section IV.2].
We can use (1.9.3) for an explicit computation using Macaulay2, see (A.1) below.
1.11. Extremely degenerated reduced curves. We say that a reduced curve Z on P2 is
extremely degenerated, if, choosing some coordinates x, y, z of C3, its defining polynomial f is
a linear combination of monomials xiyjzk satisfying ai+bj+ck = 0 for some fixed a, b, c ∈ Q
with at least two of them nonzero. Since Z is assumed to be reduced, f must contain two
monomials xiyjzk, xi
′
yj
′
zk
′
with i, j, k′ ∈ {0, 1} up to a permutation of variables. Indeed, f
must contain certain monomials corresponding to the conditions that f is not divisible by
x2, y2, z2, and two of the monomials must coincide by the condition that Z is extremely
degenerated (except for the case a = b, c = 0 up to a permutation of x, y, z). This notion is
closely related to (1.12.2) below, where vol(Γf) = len(∂Γd ∩Γf ) = 0 in the case of extremely
degenerated curves (with assumptions in (1.12) satisfied).
1.12. A formula for χ(U). Assume n = 3 and
(1.12.1) SingZ ⊂ Σ′ :=
{
[1:0:0], [0:1:0], [0:0:1]
}
⊂ P2.
Let Γd be the convex hull of Γ
0
d :=
{
(d, 0, 0), (0, d, 0), (0, 0, d)
}
⊂ R3. Let Γf be the Newton
polygon of f , that is, the convex hull of the points of N3 corresponding to the monomials
appearing in f . We have the equalities (using (2.9.5) below for the first equality):
(1.12.2)
χ(U) = d2 − 3d+ 3− µZ
= 2 vol(Γf)− len(∂Γd ∩ Γf ) + |Γ
0
d ∩ Γf |,
if f is non-degenerate for singular points of Z. Moreover the last equality of (1.12.2) is
replaced by the inequality 6 in the general case. The last hypothesis means that, for any
1-dimensional face σ of Γf not contained in ∂Γd, fσ/g is reduced for some monomial g, where
fσ :=
∑
ν∈σ aνx
ν if f =
∑
ν aνx
ν . The volume vol(Γf) is defined by the standard measure on
the minimal affine space E containing Γf such that the volume of E/(Z
3 ∩E) is 1 (similarly
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for len(Γf ∩ ∂Γd)). We have the strict inequality > in certain degenerate cases (for instance,
χ(U) = 0 if f = (x2 − yz)2 + y4). The above assertion around (1.12.2) is equivalent to
(1.12.3) µZ = 2vol(Γd \ Γf)− len(∂Γd \ Γf ) + |Γ
0
d \ Γf |,
in the non-degenerate case together with the inequality > in the general case.
The latter assertion follows from a well-known formula for Milnor numbers as in [Ko]
(together with the finite determinacy of hypersurface isolated singularities as in [Br]). We
have to decompose Γd \ Γf into three closed subsets Γ
′
1, Γ
′
2, Γ
′
3 so that
∂Γf ⊂
⋃3
i=1 ∂Γ
′
i, Γ
′
i ∩ Γ
′
j = ∂Γ
′
i ∩ ∂Γ
′
j (i 6= j),
where Γ′i = ∅ if and only if
Γf ∩ {νi = d} 6= ∅ or Γf ∩ {νi = d− 1} 6= ∅, Γf ⊂ {νk > 1} (∃ k 6= i).
Note that Γf ∩ {νk = 1} is one point if Γf ⊂ {νk > 1} (using (1.12.1)). In the case Γ
′
i 6= ∅,
Γ′j 6= ∅, and Γf ⊂ {νk > 1} with {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, the boundary between Γ
′
i, Γ
′
j is given
by choosing a line passing through Γf ∩ {νk = 1} and intersecting with ∂Γd ∩ {νk = 0} \ Γ
0
d.
(This line may be chosen so that it is contained in {νi = const} or {νj = const}.) The
separation of Γ′i and Γ
′
j is trivial if Γf 6⊂ {νk > 1}. If Γ
′
i corresponds to a singular point
z ∈ Z (that is, if Γ′i 6⊂ {νj 6 1} (∀ j 6= i)), then Kouchnirenko’s number 2S − a− b+ 1 for a
non-degenerate convenient holomorphic function h defining (Z, z) coincides with
µKi := 2 vol(Γ
′
i)− len(∂Γd ∩ Γ
′
i) + |Γ
0
d ∩ Γ
′
i|,
which is independent of choices of the above lines. (Here some convexity condition on the
complement of Γ′i in R
2
>0 can be forgotten as a consequence of it.) Some calculations are
needed in the case Γf ∩ {νi = d} = ∅, Γf ∩ {νi = d − 1} 6= ∅, as is seen in the example:
f = x4y + y4z. Here Γ′i = ∅ (where some calculation is needed for some other Γ
′
j containing
{νk 6 1}) or Γ
′
i corresponds to a smooth point of Z (where Γ
′
i ⊂ {νj 6 1}, µ
K
i = 0).
2. Fundamental exact sequences of vanishing cycles
In this section we study the fundamental exact sequences of vanishing cycles, and prove
Theorem (2.2) which is a key to the proof of Theorem 2.
2.1. Calculation of the Milnor cohomology. In the notation and assumption of the
introduction, set
n′ := dim Y = n− 1, U := Y \ Z,
with j : U →֒ Y the canonical inclusion. Set
(2.1.1) Λd :=
{
λ ∈ C∗ | λd = 1
}
.
Let H•(Ff ,C)λ, H
•
c (Ff ,C)λ be the λ-eigenspaces of the monodromy T . It is well known that
T d = id, and hence H•(Ff ,C)λ = 0 for λ /∈ Λd (by using the geometric monodromy).
For λ ∈ Λd, we have the rank 1 local system Lλ on U such that
(2.1.2) H•(U, Lλ) = H
•(Ff ,C)λ, H
•
c (U, Lλ) = H
•
c (Ff ,C)λ,
see for instance [DiSa3, 3.1.1]. More precisely, let π : X˜ → X be the blow-up at the origin,
and set f˜ := π∗f . The exceptional divisor E is identified with Y . Define
(2.1.3) Lλ := ψf˜ ,λCX˜ |U .
This is justified by [BuSa1, Theorem 4.2], see also [BuSa2, Section 1.6].
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The second isomorphism of (2.1.2) follows from the first isomorphism by using the self-
duality of the nearby cycle sheaves ψf˜CX˜ , which implies the isomorphisms
(2.1.4) L∨λ = Lλ−1 (λ ∈ Λd), L1 = CU ,
see also [BuSa2, Sections 1.3–4]. The shifted local system
⊕
λ∈Λd
Lλ[n
′] naturally underlie a
mixed Hodge module on U by (2.1.3), and the isomorphisms in (2.1.2) are compatible with
mixed Hodge structures.
Note that the rank 1 local systems Lλ are uniquely determined by the local monodromies
at smooth points of Z, which are given by the multiplication by λ−1. Indeed, in the notation
of (1.4.1), Lλ is uniquely determined by its restriction over U ∩ Y
′ (using the direct image
by U ∩ Y ′ →֒ U), and we have the isomorphism
(2.1.5) Lλ|U∩Y ′ = h
∗Eλ−1 ,
where Eλ−1 is a rank 1 local system on C
∗ with monodromy λ−1. (We can verify that
Lλ|U∩Y ′ ⊗ h
∗Eλ is extendable as a rank 1 local system over Y
′ \ Σ, and then over Y ′ = Cn
′
since dim Y ′ > 2.)
Note that (2.1.5) also implies (2.1.4) as well as the isomorphisms
(2.1.6) ψh,ηLλ|U∩Y ′ = ψh,ληCU∩Y ′ (∀ η ∈ C
∗).
Indeed, we have more generally
(2.1.7) ψh,λF = ψh,1(F ⊗ h
∗Eλ−1) for any F ∈ D
b
c(CU∩Y ′).
It is well known (see [Mi] and also [DiSa1, 2.1.2], etc.) that if dimSing f−1(0) = 1, then
(2.1.8) H˜j(U, Lλ) = H˜
•(Ff ,C)λ = 0 unless j ∈ {n
′ − 1, n′},
with H˜j(U, Lλ) := H
j(U, Lλ) for λ 6= 1. (Recall that L1 = CU , see (2.1.4).)
For z ∈ Σ = SingZ (see (1.3.1)), there are distinguished triangles
(2.1.9) (Rj∗Lλ)z → ψh,1(Lλ|U∩Y ′)z
N
→ ψh,1(Lλ|U∩Y ′)z(−1)
+1
→ .
The associated long exact sequence is strictly compatible with the Hodge filtration F coming
from the theory of mixed Hodge modules [Sa1] (by using for instance [Sa2, Proposition 1.3]).
By (2.1.4) for η = 1 together with condition (W) in Theorem 2, we have the vanishing of
N in the long exact sequences associated with the distinguished triangles in (2.1.9). Using
this, we can prove the canonical isomorphisms for z ∈ Σ
(2.1.10) (Rij∗Lk)z ∼=

Hn
′−1(Fhz)λ if i = n
′ − 1,
Hn
′−1(Fhz)λ(−1) if i = n
′,
0 if i ∈ [2, n′ − 2] or i > n′,
where (p) for p ∈ Z denotes the Tate twist in general (see [De1]), Fhz is the Milnor fiber of
hz, and the coefficient field C of the cohomology is omitted to simplify the notation. These
isomorphisms are compatible with the Hodge filtration F and the weight filtration W of
mixed Hodge structures.
Actually we can also construct the isomorphisms in (2.1.10) by using another method.
Indeed, let Qh,X := a
∗
XQ ∈ D
bMHM(X) with aX : X → pt the structure morphism. Let
i0 : {0} →֒ X := C
n, j0 : X \ {0} →֒ X be natural inclusions. Using [BuSa1, Theorem 4.2]
together with the distinguished triangle
(i0)∗i
!
0ϕfQh,X → ϕfQh,X → (j0)∗j
∗
0ϕfQh,X
+1
→,
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we can prove Theorem (2.2) below by showing the self-dual exact sequences of mixed Hodge
structures (see also [DiSa1, 2.1]):
(2.1.11)
0→ Hn
′−1(Ff ) 6=1 →
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)
Tl
6=1
ρ∨
→ Hn
′
c (Ff ) 6=1
→ Hn
′
(Ff ) 6=1
ρ
→
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)
Tl
6=1(−1)→ H
n′+1
c (Ff ) 6=1 → 0,
(2.1.12)
0→ Hn
′−1(Ff )1 →
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)
Tl
1
ρ∨
→ Hn
′
c (Ff)1(−1)
→ Hn
′
(Ff )1
ρ
→
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)
Tl
1 (−1)→ H
n′+1
c (Ff)1(−1)→ 0,
where E Tl denotes the invariant part by the action of the local system monodromy Tl on
E := Hn
′−1(Fhz). These are called the fundamental exact sequences of vanishing cycles.
Since this proof is rather long, it is omitted in this version. In the proof of Theorem (2.2) in
(2.4–5) below, we will construct long exact sequence which should correspond to the above
ones (except for the case λ = 1, n = 3). For the moment it is still unclear whether these two
canonical isomorphisms really coincide (even though this is very much expected to hold).
Theorem 2.2. In the notation and assumption of (2.1) together with the assumption (W)
in Theorem 2, there is a canonical isomorphism compatible with the Hodge filtration F :
(2.2.1) Coker
(
Hn
′
(Ff )λ
ρ
→
⊕
z∈Σ
Hn
′−1(Fhz)λ(−1)
)
=
{
Hn
′−1(Ff )
∨
λ−1(−n
′) if λ 6= 1,
Hn
′−1(Ff )
∨
1 (−n
′ − 1) if λ = 1,
where Ff is the Milnor fiber of f as in the introduction, ρ is a canonical morphism, and the
coefficient field C of the cohomology is omitted to simplify the notation. Moreover ρ can be
identified via isomorphisms as in (2.1.2) and (2.1.10) with the following canonical morphism :
(2.2.2) Hn
′
(U, Lλ)→
⊕
z∈Σ (R
n′j∗Lk)z.
Remark 2.3. By the first injective morphisms in (2.1.11–12), Hn
′−1(Ff) 6=1 and H
n′−1(Ff )1
are identified respectively with subspaces of⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz) 6=1,
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)1,
which are pure Q-Hodge structures of weight n′ − 1 and n′ under the assumption (W) in
Theorem 2, see [St1]. In particular, polarizations of Hodge structures induce self-duality
isomorphisms of Q-Hodge structures
(2.3.1) Hn
′−1(Ff ) 6=1 ∼= H
n′−1(Ff )
∨
6=1(1− n
′), Hn
′−1(Ff )1 ∼= H
n′−1(Ff )
∨
1 (−n
′).
These are closely related to the difference in the Tate twist on the right-hand side of (2.2.1)
for λ 6= 1 and λ = 1.
In this paper we give a proof of Theorem (2.2) (which is closely related to [Di1], [Kl]) by
dividing it into three cases.
2.4. Proof of Theorem (2.2) for λ 6= 1. Set
Y ◦ := Y \ Σ with j′ : Y ◦ →֒ Y the inclusion.
Let L′λ be the zero extension of Lλ over Y
◦. There is a distinguished triangle
(2.4.1) j′!L
′
λ → Rj
′
∗L
′
λ →
⊕
z∈Σ (Rj∗Lλ)z
+1
→,
together with isomorphisms
(2.4.2) j′!L
′
λ = j!Lλ, Rj
′
∗L
′
λ = Rj∗Lλ.
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These induce exact sequences
(2.4.3)
0→ Hn
′−1(U, Lλ)→
⊕
z∈Σ (R
n′−1j∗Lλ)z → H
n′
c (U, Lλ)
→ Hn
′
(U, Lλ)→
⊕
z∈Σ (R
n′j∗Lλ)z → H
n′+1
c (U, Lλ)→ 0,
which are essentially self-dual by replacing λ with λ−1.
By (2.1.2), (2.1.10), these give essentially self-dual exact sequences
(2.4.4)
0→ Hn
′−1(Ff )λ →
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)λ
ρ∨
→ Hn
′
c (Ff )λ
→ Hn
′
(Ff )λ
ρ
→
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)λ(−1)→ H
n′+1
c (Ff )λ → 0.
It is expected that their direct sum over λ ∈ Λd \ {1} would be identified with (2.1.11).
Applying Poincare´ duality to the last term of (2.4.4), we get Theorem (2.2) in the case
λ 6= 1.
2.5. Proof of Theorem (2.2) for λ = 1, n′ > 3. We assume for the moment only λ = 1.
Set
Z◦ := Z \ Σ with jZ : Z
◦ →֒ Z the inclusion.
We have the distinguished triangle
(2.5.1) QY ◦ → Rj
′′
∗QU → QZ◦(−1)[−1]
+1
→,
where j′′ : U →֒ Y ◦ is the inclusion, and Y ◦ := Y \ Σ with j′ : Y ◦ →֒ Y is as in (2.2).
Applying Rj′∗ to (2.5.1), we get the distinguished triangle
(2.5.2) Rj′∗QY ◦ → Rj∗QU → R(jZ)∗QZ◦(−1)[−1]
+1
→ .
These naturally underlie distinguished triangles of complexes of mixed Hodge modules.
Setting m := |Σ|, we have
(2.5.3) H i(Y ◦) =

Q(−j) if i = 2j with j ∈ [0, n′ − 1],
m−1⊕
Q(−n′) if i = 2n′ − 1,
0 otherwise.
(2.5.4) H˜ i(U) = 0 unless i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′}, see (2.1.8).
Assume n′ > 3 from now on. The distinguished triangle (2.5.2) implies the isomorphisms
for z ∈ Σ :
(2.5.5) (Rij∗QU)z = (R
i−1(jZ)∗QZ◦)z(−1) (i ∈ [1, 2n
′ − 3]),
as well as the short exact sequences of mixed Hodge structures
(2.5.6) 0→ H i+1(U)→ H i(Z◦)(−1)→ H i+2(Y ◦)→ 0 (i ∈ N),
where the coefficient field Q of the cohomology is omitted to simplify the notation. Indeed,
the restriction morphisms H i(Y ◦) → H i(U) vanish for any i > 0 (where we use (2.5.4)
together with 2n′ − 1 > n′ in the case i = 2n′ − 1 in (2.5.3)).
Define the primitive part by
H iprim(Z
◦) := Ker
(
H i(Z◦)→ H i+2(Y ◦)(1)
)
for i ∈ {n′ − 2, n′ − 1},
where the morphism on the right-hand side is the Gysin morphism appearing in (2.5.6).
(This is compatible with the standard definition of the primitive part.) Note that the same
definition does not work very well for i = n′ if n′ = 3, see (2.5.3). We are only interested in
the case i ∈ {n′ − 2, n′ − 1} for the exact sequence (2.5.10) explained below.
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By (2.5.6) we get the isomorphisms
(2.5.7) H iprim(Z
◦) = H i+1(U)(1)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 2, n′ − 1}
)
.
Define the primitive part for the cohomology with compact supports by
H ic,prim(Z
◦) := H2n
′−2−i
prim (Z
◦)∨(1− n′)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′}
)
.
By (2.5.7) this vanishes for i = n′ − 2, and we have
(2.5.8) H ic,prim(Z
◦) = H2n
′−1−i(U)∨(−n′) = H i+1c (U)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′}
)
.
On the other hand, there is a distinguished triangle
(2.5.9) (jZ)!QZ◦ → R(jZ)∗QZ◦ → (R(jZ)∗QZ◦)|Σ
+1
→,
underlying naturally a distinguished triangle of complexes of mixed Hodge modules. By
(2.6) below, this induces a self-dual exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures
(2.5.10)
0→ Hn
′−2
prim (Z
◦)→
⊕
z∈Σ (R
n′−2(jZ)∗QZ◦)z → H
n′−1
c,prim(Z
◦)
→ Hn
′−1
prim (Z
◦)→
⊕
z∈Σ (R
n′−1(jZ)∗QZ◦)z → H
n′
c,prim(Z
◦)→ 0,
assuming n′ > 3. Combined with (2.1.10), (2.5.5), and (2.5.7–8), this gives a self-dual exact
sequence of mixed Hodge structures
(2.5.11)
0→ Hn
′−1(U)→
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)1 → H
n′
c (U)(−1)
→ Hn
′
(U)→
⊕
z∈ΣH
n′−1(Fhz)1(−1)→ H
n′+1
c (U)(−1)→ 0,
(which is expected to be identified with (2.1.12) in this case). Theorem (2.2) then follows in
the case λ = 1 and n′ > 3 by using Poincare´ duality for U together with (2.1.2).
2.6. Proof of the exact sequence (2.5.10). Define the non-primitive part by
H ic,np(Z
◦) := Im
(
H ic(Y
◦)→ H ic(Z
◦)
) (
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′}
)
,
H inp(Z
◦) := Im
(
H i(Y ◦)→ H i(Z◦)
) (
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′ − 2}
)
,
For i = n′ − 1, we have a canonical isomorphism
(2.6.1) Hn
′−1
c,np (Z
◦)
∼
−→ Hn
′−1
np (Z
◦),
by using the canonical isomorphism Hn
′−1
c (Y
◦)
∼
−→ Hn
′−1(Y ◦).
For i = n′, a similar argument implies the injectivity of the canonical isomorphism
(2.6.2) Hn
′
c,np(Z
◦) →֒ Hn
′
(Z◦).
There are moreover canonical isomorphisms
(2.6.3)
H ic,prim(Z
◦) = H ic(Z
◦)/H ic,np(Z
◦)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′}
)
,
H iprim(Z
◦) = H i(Z◦)/H inp(Z
◦)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′ − 2}
)
.
Indeed, the first isomorphism easily follows from the definition (since the dual of the kernel
of a morphism is the cokernel of the dual morphism in general), and the second follows from
the bijectivity of the composition
H i(Y ◦)→ H i(Z◦)→ H i+2(Y ◦)(1)
(
i ∈ {n′ − 1, n′ − 2}
)
.
By (2.6.1) and (2.6.3) for i = n′ − 1, we get the exactness of the middle part of (2.5.10)
using the long exact sequence associated with (2.5.9). By the self-duality of (2.5.10) together
with the first isomorphism of (2.6.3) for i = n′ and the injectivity of (2.6.2), it now remains
to show the surjectivity of the morphism to Hn
′
c,prim(Z
◦) in (2.5.10).
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Since Hn
′
c,prim(Z
◦) has weights 6 n′ (see [De1], [Sa1]), it is enough to show
(2.6.4) Hn
′
(Z◦)/Hn
′
c,np(Z
◦) has weights > n′,
by using the long exact sequence associated with (2.5.9) together with the injectivity of
(2.6.2). However, (2.6.4) easily follows from (2.5.3–4) and (2.5.6). This finishes the proof of
the exact sequence (2.5.10).
2.7. Proof of Theorem (2.2) for λ = 1, n′ = 2. In this case, Z is a curve on Y = P2.
Using the distinguished triangle (2.5.2) together with the snake lemma, we can get the
commutative diagram of exact sequences
(2.7.1)
H2(U) →֒ H1(Z◦)(−1) → H3(Y ◦)
↓ ρ ↓ ∩⊕
z (R
2j∗QU)z →֒
⊕
z (R
1(jZ)∗QZ◦(−1))z →
⊕
z (R
3j′∗QY ◦)z
↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓
Coker ρ →֒ H2c (Z
◦)(−1) → H4c (Y
◦)
where the direct sums are taken over z ∈ Σ, see also [Di1, Ch. 6, 3.14] and Remark (2.8) be-
low. (As for the right vertical exact sequence, note that dimH3(Y ◦) = m−1, dimH4c (Y
◦) =
1.)
We have moreover the canonical isomorphism
(2.7.2) Coker ρ = H1(U)∨(−3),
using the dual of the isomorphism
(2.7.3) H1(U) = Coker
(
H0(Y ◦)→ H0(Z◦)
)
(−1).
The latter follows from (2.5.6) for i = 0 by using the bijectivity of the composition
H0(Y ◦)→ H0(Z◦)→ H2(Y ◦)(1).
So (2.2.1) also follows in the case λ = 1, n′ = 2. This finishes the proof of Theorem (2.2).
Remark 2.8. In the case n′ = 2, let rz and rZ be respectively the number of local and
global irreducible components of (Z, z) and Z. Then
(2.8.1) dim(R2j∗QU)z = rz − 1, dim(R
1(jZ)∗QZ◦)z = rz, dim(R
3j′∗QY ◦)z = 1.
(2.8.2) dimH1(U) = rZ − 1, dimH
0(Z◦) = rZ , dimH
0(Y ◦) = dimH2(Y ◦) = 1.
2.9. Relation with the Euler characteristics. Set U := Y \ Z. By (2.1.2) we have
(2.9.1)
∑
i (−1)
i dimH i(Ff ,C)λ = χ(U)
(
λ ∈ Λd
)
.
In the case the pole order spectral sequence degenerates at E2 as in Theorem 2, we then get
(2.9.2)
∑
j∈Z
(
µk+jd − νk+jd+d
)
=
{
(−1)n
′
χ(U) if k ∈ Z \ dZ,
(−1)n
′
(
χ(U)− 1
)
if k ∈ dZ.
Here n′ = n − 1. On the other hand, it is well known that χ(U) = n′ + 1 − χ(Z) (since
χ(Pn
′
) = n′ + 1), and for a smooth hypersurface V ⊂ Pn
′
of degree d, we have
(2.9.3) χ(Z) = χ(V )− (−1)n
′−1µZ with µZ :=
∑
z∈Σ µz,
by using a one-parameter family {f + sg}s∈C with V = {g = 0}, where µz is the Milnor
number of hz, see [De2]. (Here we may assume V ∩ SingZ = ∅ since SingZ is isolated.) So
we get
(2.9.4) χ(U) = χ(Pn
′
\ V )− (−1)n
′
µZ .
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These imply (20) in the introduction. (Indeed, (2.9.2) holds in the isolated singularity case,
where the left-hand side is replaced by
∑
j∈Z γk+jd , and U by P
n′ \ V .)
In the case n′ = 2, we get
(2.9.5) χ(U) = (d− 1)(d− 2) + 1− µZ .
since a well-known formula for the genus of smooth plane curves implies that
(2.9.6) χ(P2 \ V ) = (d− 1)(d− 2) + 1.
3. Calculation of twisted de Rham complexes
In this section we calculate the filtered twisted de Rham complexes associated to weighted
homogeneous polynomials with isolated singularities.
3.1. Twisted de Rham complexes Let h be a weighted homogeneous polynomial for
a local coordinate system (y1, . . . , yn′) of (Y, 0) := (C
n′, 0) (as a complex manifold) with
positive weights w1, . . . , wn′, see (1.8). We assume moreover that h
−1(0) has an isolated
singularity at 0. We take and fix
α ∈ Q ∩ (0, 1].
Consider the twisted de Rham complex
(3.1.1) K•(h, α) := Ω•Y,0[h
−1]h−α ∼=
(
Ω•Y,0[h
−1]; d− αdh
h
∧
)
,
where Ω•Y is the analytic de Rham complex. Define the pole order filtration P by
(3.1.2) P kKi(h, α) := ΩiY,0 h
−α+k−i (i, k ∈ Z),
so that
(3.1.3) GrkPK
•(h, α) ∼= (Ω
•
Y,0/hΩ
•
Y,0; dh∧).
Set Pk = P
−k as usual. Note that K•(h, α) is a graded complex with degrees defined by
(3.1.4) deg yi = deg dyi = wi, deg h = deg dh = 1, deg h
−α = −α,
and P is compatible with the grading. Note that the H i
(
K•(h, α)
)
(i ∈ Z) are graded
C-vector spaces, and have the induced filtration P compatible with the grading.
Set λ := exp(−2πiα). We have the isomorphism
(3.1.5) Hn
′
(
K•(h, α)
)
= Hn
′−1(Fh,C)λ(−1).
This follows from a generalization of (2.1.10) with Lλ replaced by h
∗Eλ−1 as in (2.1.5), where
h is a weighted homogeneous polynomial for some local coordinates of a complex manifold Y ′.
Indeed, OY [h
−1]h−α is a regular holonomic DY -module corresponding to Rj∗h
∗Eλ−1 [n
′] by
the de Rham functor DRY so that we have a canonical isomorphism in the derived category
(3.1.6) K•(h, α) = Rj∗h
∗Eλ−1 ,
where Eλ−1 is as in the explanation after (2.1.5), and j is the inclusion of the complement
of h−1(0).
3.2. Brieskorn modules. In the above notation and assumption, define the Brieskorn
module H ′′h (see [Br]) by
(3.2.1) H ′′h := Ω
n′
Y,0/dh∧ dΩ
n′−2
Y,0 ,
where n′ = dimY . This is a graded module with degrees defined by (3.1.4).
The actions of t and ∂tt on H
′′
h are defined by
(3.2.2) t[ω] := [hω], ∂tt[ω] := dη with dh∧ η = hω,
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where ω ∈ Ωn
′
Y,0, η ∈ Ω
n′
Y,0. It is well known that H
′′
h is a free C{t}-module of rank µ with
µ the Milnor number of h. For the definition of ∂tt, we use a property of the weighted
homogeneous polynomial that h is contained in the Jacobian ideal (∂h) ⊂ OY,0, see (1.8).
More precisely, using (1.8.2), it is easy to show that
(3.2.3) ∂tt[ω] = β[ω] for [ω] ∈ H
′′
h,β,
(see the proof of Proposition (3.3) below), where H ′′h,β ⊂ H
′′
h is the degree β part of graded
module. (It is then easy to show the t-torsion-freeness of H ′′h by using (3.2.3) in the weighted
homogeneous polynomial case, since H ′′h,β = 0 for β 6 0.)
Proposition 3.3. In the above notation and assumption (in particular, α ∈ (0, 1]), we have
(3.3.1)
Hn
′
(
K•(h, α)
)
β
= 0 (∀ β 6= 0), that is,
Hn
′
(
K•(h, α)
)
= Hn
′
(
K•(h, α)
)
0
,
and there are canonical isomorphisms
(3.3.2) ιk : H
′′
h,α+k
∼
−→ Pk−n′H
n′
(
K•(h, α)
)
(k ∈ N),
satisfying
(3.3.3) ιk+i ◦ t
i = ιk in H
n′
(
K•(h, α)
)
(k, i ∈ N),
where ti : H ′′h,α+k →֒ H
′′
h,α+k+i is induced by the action of t on H
′′
h defined in (3.2.2).
Proof. Set
ω0 := dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dyn′, η0 :=
∑
i (−1)
i−1wiyi dy1∧ · · · ∧ d̂yi ∧ · · · ∧ dyn′.
The latter is the inner derivation (or contraction) of ω0 by the vector field v in (1.8.2) so
that
(3.3.4) dh ∧ g η0 = hg ω0 for g ∈ OY,0.
Set β0 :=
∑
iwi = deg ω0. We can easily verify that
(3.3.5) d(g η0) = βg ω0 for g ∈ (OY,0)β−β0
(
that is, gω0 ∈ (Ω
n′
Y,0)β
)
,
by using the equality v(g) = βg for g ∈ (OY,0)β together with
∑
iwi∂yiyi = v + β0.
The assertion (3.3.1) then follows from (3.3.4–5) by the definition of the differential of
K•(h, α) in (3.1.1). (Note that (3.2.3) also follows from (3.3.4–5).)
Define the canonical morphisms ιk in (3.3.2) by
(3.3.6) ιk[ω] = [ωh
−α−k] ∈ Hn
′
(
K•(h, α)
)
0
for ω ∈ (Ωn
′
Y,0)α+k.
Then (3.3.3) and the surjectivity of ιk in (3.3.2) follow from the definition. For the well-
definedness of (3.3.6), we have to show that
(3.3.7) ιk[ω] = 0 if ω = dh∧ dξ with ξ ∈ (Ω
n′−2
Y,0 )α+k−1.
Set η := dξ. Then
(3.3.8) d(η h−α−k+1) = −(α + k − 1)dh ∧ η = −(α + k − 1)ω.
Here we may assume α+ k − 1 6= 0, since we have dξ = 0 if ξ ∈ (Ωn
′−2
Y,0 )0. (Note that ξ may
be nonzero if n′ = 2.) So (3.3.7) follows from (3.3.8).
It now remains to show the injectivity of (3.3.2). For k ≫ 0, this follows from the
surjectivity of (3.3.2) by using (3.1.5). Indeed, the pole order filtration P is exhaustive, and
we have the isomorphisms
(3.3.9) H ′′α+k = H
n′−1(Fh)e(−α) if k ≫ 0,
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compatible with the morphism t : H ′′α+k → H
′′
α+k+1 (where e(−α) := exp(−2πiα)), see
[Br] (and also Remark (3.4) below). This implies the injectivity for any k by using (3.3.3)
together with the injectivity of the action of t on H ′′h , see the remark after (3.2.3). This
finishes the proof of Proposition (3.3).
Remark 3.4. (i) The action of ∂−1t on H
′′
h can be defined in a compatible way with (3.2.2),
and the Gauss-Manin system Gh is the localization of the Brieskorn module H
′′
h by the action
of ∂−1t . It is a graded C{t}〈∂t, ∂
−1
t 〉-module, and (3.2.3) holds with H
′′
h replaced by Gh. We
have moreover the canonical isomorphisms
(3.4.1) Gh,α = H
n′−1(Fh)e(−α),
compatible with the morphism ∂t : Gh,α → Gh,α−1. Note that the condition N = 0 is
equivalent to that ∂tt = α on H
′′
h,α. So the actions of t and ∂
−1
t on H
′′
h,α (and also on Gh,α
(α 6= 0)) can be identified with each other up to a non-zero constant multiple.
(ii) We have the canonical isomorphisms (see [ScSt], [Va1]):
(3.4.2) F n
′−1−kHn
′−1(Fh)e(−α) = H
′′
h,α+k
(
α ∈ (0, 1], k ∈ N
)
,
using the canonical isomorphism (3.3.9) together with the action of t or ∂−1t on H
′′
h (by using
N = 0 as is explained above).
4. Proof of the main theorems
In this section we prove Theorems 2, 3 and 4.
4.1. Bernstein-Sato polynomials. Let f : X → C be a holomorphic function on a
complex manifold in general. Let if : X →֒ X × C be the graph embedding by f , and t be
the coordinate of C. We have the canonical inclusion
(4.1.1) M := DX [s]f
s →֒ Bf := (if)
D
∗ OX ,
where the last term is the direct image of OX as a D-module, and is freely generated by
OX [∂t] over the canonical generator δ(f − t). Indeed, f
s and s can be identified respectively
with δ(t− f) and −∂tt, see [Ma1], [Ma2]. We have the filtration V of Kashiwara [Ka2] and
Malgrange [Ma2] on Bf along t = 0 indexed decreasingly by Q so that ∂tt − α is nilpotent
on GrαV Bf . This induces the filtration V on M and on M/tM so that
(4.1.2) bf (−α) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ Gr
α
V (M/tM) 6= 0,
since bf (s) is the minimal polynomial of the action of −∂tt onM/tM by definition. (Here we
assume that bf (s) exists by shrinking X if necessary.) Note that the support of Gr
α
V (M/tM)
is a closed analytic subset, and the above construction is compatible with the pull-back by
smooth morphisms. These together with Remark (4.2)(i) below imply the last inclusion in
(1) in the introduction.
Set
GiBf := t
−iM ⊂ Bf [t
−1] (i ∈ Z).
We have the canonical inclusion Bf →֒ Bf [t
−1], inducing the isomorphisms
(4.1.3) GrαV Bf
∼
−→ GrαV
(
Bf [t
−1]
)
(α > 0).
This gives an increasing filtration G on GrαV Bf for α > 0 so that
(4.1.4) bf (−α− i) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ Gr
G
i Gr
α
V Bf 6= 0 for each α ∈ (0, 1], i ∈ N.
Indeed, by the isomorphisms
(4.1.5) ti : GrGi Gr
α
V
(
Bf [t
−1]
) ∼
−→ GrG0 Gr
α+i
V
(
Bf [t
−1]
)
(α ∈ (0, 1], i ∈ Z),
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we get the canonical isomorphisms
(4.1.6) GrGi Gr
α
V Bf = Gr
α+i
V (M/tM) (α ∈ (0, 1], i ∈ Z).
For α ∈ (0, 1], the filtration G on GrαV Bf is a finite filtration such that
(4.1.7) GrGi Gr
α
VBf = 0 unless i ∈ N.
This is closely related to the negativity of the roots of bf (s), see [Ka1].
For any β ∈ Q, we have the canonical decomposition
(4.1.8) Bf/V
βBf =
⊕
α<β Gr
α
V Bf .
by using the action of s = −∂tt. This is obtained by taking the inductive limit of the
decomposition of V γBf/V
βBf for γ → −∞, and is compatible with the canonical surjections
(4.1.9) Bf/V
βBf → Bf/V
β′Bf (β > β
′).
(This means that (4.1.9) corresponds via (4.1.8) to the canonical surjection associated to
shrinking the index set of direct sums.)
We then get the asymptotic expansion for any ξ ∈ Bf :
(4.1.10) ξ ∼
∑
α>αξ
ξ(α) with ξ(α) ∈ GrαV Bf , αξ ∈ Q.
This means that the following equality holds for any β > αξ via the isomorphism (4.1.8):
(4.1.11) ξ mod V βBf =
⊕
αξ6α<β
ξ(α).
We have to control this expansion at least in the case ξ = f s in order to determine bf (s).
Indeed, we have the decomposition of f s modulo V βBf in a compatible way with the action
of DX [s] by using the action of C[s] for any β > αf as in (4.1.11), and the direct summands
of f s generate DX [s]f
s modulo V βBf over DX [s]. So the determination of the leading term
of the expansion is not enough to calculate bf (s). A similar phenomenon is known for the
Gauss-Manin systems in the isolated singularity case, and this is the reason for which the
determination of bf (s) is so complicated. In the weighted homogeneous isolated singularity
case, this problem does not occur for the Gauss-Manin systems. However, it does occur for
Bf in the non-isolated homogeneous singularity case, since the situation is quite different in
the case of Bf .
Remarks 4.2. (i) In the above notation, it is well known that bf (s) depends only on the
divisor D := f−1(0). Indeed, we have a line bundle L over X corresponding to D, and the
Euler field corresponding to the natural C∗-action on L and the ideal sheaf of the zero-section
of L are sufficient to determine the Bernstein-Sato polynomial by using the filtration V of
Kashiwara and Malgrange along the zero-section on the direct image of OX as a D-module
by the canonical section iD : X →֒ L defined by D (where iD is locally identified with the
graph embedding if a local defining function of D is chosen).
(ii) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, the weight filtration W on GrαV Bf for α ∈ (0, 1)
has a symmetry with center n′ = n− 1, and we can show
(4.2.1) GrWi Gr
α
V Bf = 0 (i 6= n
′) if α ∈ (0, 1) \ 1
d
Z.
For the proof we use a well-known assertion that the local system monodromy of ψfCX |Cj\{0}
coincides with T−d, where Cj is an irreducible component of Sing f
−1(0), and T is the
monodromy associated with the nearby cycle functor ψf . (The last assertion can be shown
by using the blow-up of X along the origin as in the proof of Theorem (1.5).) For the proof
of (4.2.1), we also need a Verdier type extension theorem (which involves only with the
unipotent monodromy part as in [Sa1]). We apply this to ψy,1, ϕy,1, where y is as in (1.3).
Using the above relation between the two monodromies, it implies ψy,1Gr
α
V Bf = 0 (α /∈
1
d
Z).
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This means that there is no nontrivial extension. Combining this with the semisimplicity of
GrWi Gr
α
V Bf together with a remark after (2.1.1), we get (4.2.1).
The above argument implies moreover that GrαV Bf for α ∈ (0, 1) \
1
d
Z is a direct sum of
copies of
DCj/DCj(y∂y − β) for β = −dα,
where Cj is as above, and y is identified with a coordinate of Cj. Since this holds also for
each GrGi Gr
α
V Bf with G as in (4.1.4), we conclude that
(4.2.2) R0f ∈
1
d
Z.
(Note that this is a quite nontrivial assertion.)
(iii) With the notation and assumption of Remark (ii) above, assume α ∈ (0, 1) ∩ 1
d
Z.
Then
(4.2.3)
GrWi Gr
α
V Bf = 0 for |i− n
′| > 1,
suppGrWi Gr
α
V Bf ⊂ {0} for |i− n
′| = 1.
If the asymptotic expansion of some ξ ∈ F0Bf = OXδ(t− f) in (4.1.10) has a nonzero direct
factor satisfying
(4.2.4) ξ(α) ∈ Wn′−1Gr
α
V Bf \ DX [s](F0Gr
α
V Bf )
(
α ∈ (0, 1) ∩ 1
d
Z
)
,
then this would give an example where the implication =⇒ in (3) fails without assuming
condition (2) in Theorem 1. Note that the direct image of GrαV Bf by the projection to S = C
defined by the function y in (1.3) contains direct factors isomorphic to
E := DS/DS(y∂yy),
where y is identified with the natural coordinate of S = C. We have the isomorphism
DR(E)0 = C
(
GrVy∂y : ψy,1E := Gr
1
VyE → ϕy,1E := Gr
0
VyE
)
0
,
with Vy the filtration of Kashiwara and Malgrange along y = 0, and the image of GrVy∂y
coincides with the subspace obtained by taking ϕy,1 of the intersection of E with the direct
image of Wn′−1Gr
α
V Bf .
(iv) By a calculation of multiplier ideals in [Sa4, Proposition 1] and using [BuSa1], we get
(4.2.5) dimGrαVOX =
(
k−1
n−1
)
for α = k
d
∈
[
n
d
, αZ
)
,
where OX = Gr
F
0 Bf . By (1.2.5), (1.2.8), (1.3.8), this implies
(4.2.6) M
(∞)
k 6= 0 for
k
d
∈
[
n
d
, αZ
)
.
Indeed, GrαVGr
F
0 Bf = Gr
F
0 Gr
α
V Bf is supported at the origin for α ∈
[
n
d
, αZ
)
, and we have the
inclusion F p ⊂ P p (∀ p ∈ Z) together with the vanishing P nHn−1(Ff ,C) = 0. (Note that
αZ = min
(
α˜Z , 1
)
6 1.)
Theorem 4.3. In the notation and assumption of (1.4) (including the assumption (W) in
Theorem 2), we have the equality
(4.3.1)
∑
k∈N dimCCoker
(
rk : Mk →
⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
k/d
hz
)
= dimCH
n′−1(Ff ,C),
where rk is the composition of
Mk → M˜k and M˜k →
⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
k/d
hz
,
induced by (1.3.6) and (1.4.4–5) respectively.
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Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem (2.2) and Proposition (3.3) together with [Di1],
[DiSa2]. In the notation of [DiSa2, Section 1.8], set
Lλ = S
i
(
i = 0, . . . , d− 1, λ = e(i/d)
)
,
with e(α) := exp(2πiα). This is a locally free OY -module of rank 1 having a canonical
meromorphic connection so that the localization Lλ(∗Z) of Lλ along Z is a regular holonomic
DY -module with
DR(Lλ) = Rj∗Lλ.
The restriction of Lλ to the smooth points of Z is the Deligne extension with residue i/d,
see also [BuSa2, 1.4.1]. On Y ′ := Y \ {u = 0}, there is an isomorphism of regular holonomic
DY ′-modules
Lλ(∗Z)|Y ′ ∼= OY ′(∗Z
′)hi/d inducing Lλ|Y ′ ∼= OY ′h
i/d,
with h := f/ud, Z ′ := Z ∩ Y ′. We have the pole order filtration P on L(∗Z) defined by
Pj
(
Lλ(∗)
)
=
{
Lλ((j + 1)Z) if j > 0,
0 if j < 0,
which induces the pole order filtration P on the Milnor cohomology Hn−1(Ff)λ by taking the
induced filtration on the de Rham complex (where the shift of filtration by n − 1 occurs),
see [DiSa2, Section 1.8], [Di1]. By using the Bott vanishing theorem, the filtered de Rham
complex can be described by using the differential df on Ω
• defined by
df ω := fdω −
k
d
df∧ω (ω ∈ Ω•k),
(see [Do, 4.1.1] and also [Di1, Ch. 6, 1.18]). We have moreover the isomorphism
(4.3.2) Grn−1−qP H
n−1(Ff ,C)λ ∼= M
(2)
(q+1)d−i ,
using the E2-degeneration of the pole order spectral sequence in Theorem 2 together with
[Di1, Ch. 6, Theorem 2.9]. Here [ω] ∈M
(2)
(q+1)d−i with ω ∈ Ω
n
(q+1)d−i corresponds to[
iE(ω/f
q+1)f i/d
]
∈ Grn−1−qP H
n−1(U, Lλ)
(
λ = e(i/d)
)
,
by using the isomorphism (2.1.2), where iE denotes the contraction with the Euler field
E :=
∑
j xi∂xi , and f
i/d is a symbol denoting a generator of Lλ(i) ∼= OY (which is unique
up to a non-zero constant multiple, and is closely related to the above differential df).
The target of (2.2.2) is calculated by Proposition (3.3). (Note that there is a shift of
filtration by 1 coming from (3.1.5).) The graded pieces of the pole order filtration P of
restriction morphism (2.2.2) is then induced up to a non-zero constant multiple by the
morphism rk in (4.3.1). Here the source of Gr
n−1−q
P of (2.2.2) can be identified withM
(2)
(q+1)d−i
as above, and rk can be defined by using the contraction with the Euler field together with
the substitution y = 1 after restricting to
Y ′ := {y 6= 0} ⊂ Y = Pn−1.
Note that this is compatible with the blow-up construction in the proof of Theorem (1.5),
where the Euler field E becomes the vector field y∂y using the product structure of the affine
open piece of the blow-up.
We have the strict compatibility of (2.2.2) with the pole order filtration P by Remark (4.4)
below. (Here F is the Hodge filtration. We need Proposition (3.3) together with (3.1.5) and
(3.4.2) to show F = P on the target.) So Gr•P of the cokernel of (2.2.2) coincides with
the cokernel of Gr•P of (2.2.2), and the latter is given by the cokernel of rk by the above
argument. We thus get (4.3.1). This finishes the proof of Theorem (4.3).
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Remark 4.4. Let φ : (V ;F, P )→ (V ′;F, P ) be a morphism of bifiltered vector spaces with
F ⊂ P and F = P on V ′. If φ is strictly compatible with F , then it is so with P .
Indeed, the strict compatibility for F means φ(F pV ) = F pV ′ ∩ φ(V ), and
φ(F pV ) ⊂ φ(P pV ) ⊂ P pV ′ ∩ φ(V ) = F pV ′ ∩ φ(V ).
We thus get φ(P pV ) = P pV ′ ∩ φ(V ), that is, φ is also strictly compatible with P .
From Theorems (1.5) and (4.3), we can deduce the following.
Theorem 4.5. We have
(4.5.1)
∑
q∈N dimNq+d ∩
(⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
q/d
hz
)
= dimHn−2(Ff ,C),
where the intersection on the left-hand side is taken in N˜k+d via the isomorphism (1.4.4)
using the function y.
Proof. By (1.3.6) and (1.4.4–5), we have the inclusions
(4.5.2) V1 := Nq+d ⊂ V := N˜q+d ⊃ V2 :=
⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
q/d
hz
,
where p + q + d = nd. By the graded local duality as is explained in [DiSa3, 1.1] together
with the compatibility of duality isomorphisms in Theorem (1.5), we have
(4.5.3) V ∗ = M˜p, V
⊥
1 = M
′′
p , V
∗
2 =
⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
p/d
hz
,
where V ∗ denotes the dual vector space of V . Using the diagram of the nine lemma, we get
a surjection of short exact sequences
(4.5.4)
0 → V ⊥1 → V
∗ → V ∗1 → 0
↓↓ ↓↓ ↓↓
0 → V ⊥1 /V
⊥
1 ∩ V
⊥
2 → V
∗
2 → (V1 ∩ V2)
∗ → 0
which implies the exact sequence
(4.5.5) V ⊥1 → V
∗
2 → (V1 ∩ V2)
∗ → 0.
By Theorem (1.5) this gives the exact sequence
(4.5.6) M ′′p
rp
→
⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
p/d
hz
→
(
Nq+d ∩
(⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
q/d
hz
))∗
→ 0.
The assertion (4.5.1) then follows from Theorem (4.3).
4.6. Proof of Theorem 2. By the pole order spectral sequence, we have the inequality
(4.6.1)
∑
k∈N dimKer
(
d(1) : Nk+d →Mk
)
> dimHn−2(Ff ,C),
where the equality holds if and only if the spectral sequence degenerates at E2.
On the other hand, the proof of [DiSa3, Theorem 5.2] actually proves the inequality
(4.6.2)
∑
k∈N dimKer
(
d(1) : Nk+d →Mk
)
6
∑
k∈N dimNk+d ∩
(⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
k/d
hz
)
.
So the E2-degeneration follows from (4.6.1–2) and Theorem (4.5). This finishes the proof of
Theorem 2.
4.7. Proof of Theorem 3. The above proof of (4.6.2) shows the inequality
(4.7.1)
∑
k∈N dimKer
(
d(1) : Nk+d →M
′′
k
)
6
∑
k∈N dimNk+d ∩
(⊕
z∈Σ Ξ
k/d
hz
)
,
since the intersection of Nk+d with the kernel of d
(1) : N˜k+d → M˜k is considered in [DiSa3,
5.1.2] (where the latter morphism is actually defined by the morphism in loc. cit.) This
implies the injectivity of the composition in Theorem 3, since the failure of this injectivity
implies a strict inequality in (4.6.2) by using (4.7.1). This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.
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Theorem 4.8. In the notation of the introduction and under the assumption (IS), we have
(4.8.1) αf := minRf = min
{
αZ ,
n
d
}
.
Proof. In the notation of (4.1), we index the Hodge filtration F on Bf so that
(4.8.2) F0Bf = OX δ(t− f).
By [BuSa1], we can essentially identify the induced filtration V on it with the multiplier
ideals of D := f−1(0) ⊂ X (up to the difference between left continuous and right continuous
properties at jumping coefficients). This implies that αf coincides with the log canonical
threshold, that is, the minimal jumping number, of D ⊂ X . Indeed, we have
DX [s]f
s ⊂ V αBf if OX δ(t− f) ⊂ V
αBf .
So we can replace αf , αZ in (4.8.1) with the log canonical threshold of D ⊂ X and that of
D \ {0} ⊂ X \ {0}. Then the assertion follows from [Sa4, Theorem 2.2]. This finishes the
proof of Theorem (4.8).
4.9. Proof of Theorem 4. We first show the inclusion (12). By [Sa3] and (4.2.2), we have
R0f ⊂ (0, n) ∩
1
d
Z.
We show k > n if k
d
∈ R0f with k ∈ N.
If k
d
< αZ and k < n, then we have
k
d
/∈ Rf since
k
d
< αf = min
{
αZ ,
n
d
}
by using
Theorem (4.8). This shows that we have k > n if k
d
< αZ and
k
d
∈ R0f .
If k
d
> αZ and
k
d
∈ RZ + Z<0, then we get k > n by using condition (11) which implies
µk > 0. (Note that µk = 0 if k < n.)
If k
d
> αZ and
k
d
/∈ RZ + Z<0, then we have as well k > n by the first assertion of
Theorem 1. (The latter implies µk > 0 since we assume
k
d
∈ R0f).
So the inclusion (12) is proved. We now show the last assertion of Theorem 4. Take any
k
d
∈
[
n
d
, n
)
\ RZ .
Assume µk > νk+d. Then we have
k
d
∈ R0f by the last assertion of Theorem 1 together
with Theorem 2.
Assume conversely µk = νk+d. (Note that we have always µk > νk+d for
k
d
/∈ RZ by (9)
in the introduction.) Then we have k
d
> αZ . (Otherwise we would get µk > νk+d by the
calculation of multiplier ideals in [Sa4, Proposition 1], see (4.2.6).) We have furthermore
k
d
/∈ RZ + Z<0. (Otherwise we would get µk > νk+d by condition (11).) Then we can apply
the first assertion of Theorem 1, and get k
d
/∈ Rf . This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 4.10. In the notation of the introduction, assume d > n and either Z has only
ordinary double points as singularities or condition (W) holds together with the inequalities :
(4.10.1)
τZ < 2γm0 if m0 := min
([
dα˜Z ,
d(n−1)
2
]
∩ Z \ dRZ
)
< +∞,
τZ < γm1 if m1 := min
((
d(n−1)
2
, dn
2
)
∩ Z \ dRZ
)
< +∞,
τZ < γm2 if m2 := max
([
dn
2
, d(n− 1− α˜Z)
]
∩ Z \ dRZ
)
> −∞.
Then the conclusion of Theorem 5 holds, that is, (15) holds with kmin, kmax, βf as in (19).
Proof. By [DiSt1], [Di2] (in the ordinary double point case) and [DiSa4, Theorem 9] (in
general), we have
(4.10.2) νk = dimNk = 0 if
k
d
< α˜Z + 1.
(Note that sNk in [DiSa4] mean Nk+d in this paper.)
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By definition we have the decomposition δk = δ
′
k + δ
′′
k (k ∈ Z) satisfying
(4.10.3)
δ′k = δ
′
dn−k, δ
′′
k = δ
′′
d(n−1)−k (∀ k),
δ′k = µ
′
k > 0 (∀ k), δ
′′
k = µ
′′
k − νk+d > 0 (∀ k /∈ dRZ),
where the last inequality follows from (9) in the introduction. (Note that the assumption
k /∈ dRZ is needed only for this inequality.) We have the inequalities
(4.10.4) 0 < µ′′k 6 τZ (∀ k > n),
since µ′′k is weakly increasing (see for instance [DiSa3]) and µn = µ
′′
n = 1. (For the last
inequality of (4.10.4), see (8).) We then get
(4.10.5) δk > δ
′′
k > 0 if k ∈
[
n, dα˜Z
)
∪
(
d(n− 1− α˜Z), d(n− 1)− n
]
.
Indeed, the inequality δ′′k > 0 for k ∈
[
n, dα˜Z
)
follows from (4.10.2–4), and we can use the
symmetry of δ′′k in (4.10.3). (Here we may assume
[
n, dα˜Z
)
6= ∅, that is, k
d
< α˜Z . Indeed,
the assertion (4.10.5) trivially holds if it is not satisfied.)
By the symmetries in (4.10.3) together with (9), we have
(4.10.6)
Supp{δ′} ⊂
[
βf + n, dn− n− βf
]
,
Supp{δ′′} ⊂
[
n, d(n− 1)− n
]
∪ dRZ .
Related to condition (2) in Theorem 1, note that
(4.10.7) k
d
/∈ RZ + Z<0 if k > d(n− 1)− n.
Indeed, we have maxRZ < n− 1 and d > n by the assumption of Theorem (4.10).
Set as in the introduction
I :=
⊕
kIk ⊂ R with Ik :=
{
g ∈ Rk | g˜ ∈ OY (k)⊗OY (∂f)
∼
}
.
Then M ′ is identified with I/(∂f) up to the shift of grading by n, that is,
(4.10.8) Ik/(∂f)k =M
′
k+n,
In particular,
βf = min
{
k ∈ N | Ik/(∂f)k 6= 0
}
.
We now show the inequality
(4.10.9) δ′k = µ
′
k > 0 if k ∈
(
d(n− 1)− n, dn− n− βf
]
.
We may assume k ∈ (βf + n, d + n) by the symmetry in (4.10.3). (Here we may assume
βf < d, since the assertion (4.10.9) trivially holds otherwise.) By (4.10.8) the assertion
(4.10.9) is equivalent to
(4.10.10) Ik/(∂f)k 6= 0 if k ∈ [βf , d).
We have
(4.10.11) dim (∂f)k =
{
n if k = d− 1,
0 if k < d− 1.
This implies that (4.10.10) is nontrivial only in the case βf = d − 2 and dim Id−2 = 1.
(Indeed, I ⊂ R is a graded ideal so that Rj Ik ⊂ Ij+k, and dim Id−1 > dim (∂f)d−1 = n if
dim Id−2 > 1.) Thus (4.10.9–10) are reduced to that
(4.10.12) (∂f)d−1 6= R1 g for any g ∈ Rd−2.
Assume (∂f)d−1 = R1 g for some g ∈ Rd−2. Then (∂f)d−1+k = Rk+1 g for any k > 1, since
(∂f) is generated by (∂f)d−1. This is, however, a contradiction by considering the associated
ideal sheaf (∂f)∼ ⊂ OY . So (4.10.12) and (4.10.9–10) are proved.
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In the ordinary double point case, Theorem (4.10) now follows from (4.10.5–8). Indeed,
we have the symmetry of δ′′k as in (4.10.3), and
(4.10.13) δ′′k = µ
′′
k > 0 for k ∈
[
n, d(n− 1)/2
)
,
since νk+d = 0 for k < d(n−1)/2 by (4.10.2). (Note that R˜Z = {d(n−1)/2} in the ordinary
double point case.)
In the case where condition (4.10.1) holds together with (W), it now remains in view of
(4.10.5–8) to show the following strict inequalities:
(4.10.14)
δk > 0 if k ∈
[
dα˜Z ,
d(n−1)
2
]
∩ Z \ dRZ ,
µ′k > 0 if k ∈
( d(n−1)
2
, dn
2
)
∩ Z \ dRZ ,
µ′k > 0 if k ∈
[
dn
2
, d(n− 1− α˜Z)
]
∩ Z \ dRZ .
The last two inequalities of (4.10.14) follow from the hypothesis (4.10.1) together with
Remark (4.11)(i) below and the symmetry γk = γnd−k (∀ k ∈ Z) by using the inequality
(4.10.15) µ′k = γk + νk − µ
′′
k > γk − τZ (∀ k),
which follows from (8) in the introduction together with νk > 0 (∀ k).
For the first inequality of (4.10.14), we may assume δ′k = µ
′
k = 0. (Indeed, δk > 0 by
(4.10.3) otherwise.) Since {µ′′j} is weakly increasing, k 6
d(n−1)
2
, and νk+d > 0, we then get
(4.10.16) δk = µ
′′
k − νk+d = µ
′′
k −
(
τZ − µ
′′
d(n−1)−k
)
> 2µ′′k − τZ > 2δk − τZ .
(For the second equality, see a remark after (17) in the introduction.) So the first equality
of (4.10.14) follows from the hypothesis (4.10.1) together with Remark (4.11)(i) below. This
finishes the proof of Theorem (4.10).
Remarks 4.11. (i) For γk as in (10) in the introduction, the following is well known:
(4.11.1) γk−1 < γk if n < k 6
nd
2
.
This can be shown, for instance, by using the hard Lefschetz property in Hodge theory, see
also [Sti], etc. It can be proved also by using an elementary argument as follows.
Define γn,k ∈ N for k ∈ Z, n > 2 by
(4.11.2)
∑
k γn,k t
k = Φn,d(t) := (t− t
d)n/(1− t)n =
(
t+ · · ·+ td−1
)
n.
Note that γn,n = 1 and γn,k = 0 (k < n). (In this paper γn,k is denoted by γk.) We have
(1− t) Φn,d(t) = (t− t
d) Φn−1,d(t).
Comparing the coefficients, we get
γn, k − γn, k−1 = γn−1, k−1 − γn−1, k−d (k ∈ Z).
From the condition n < k 6 nd/2, we can deduce that
n− 1 < k − 1,
(
(k − 1) + (k − d)
)
/2 < (n− 1)d/2.
These imply the strict inequality
γn−1, k−1 < γn−1, k−d,
using the inductive hypothesis and the symmetry with center (n− 1)d/2 :
γn−1, k = γn−1, (n−1)d−k (k ∈ Z).
So the assertion (4.11.1) follows by increasing induction on n > 2, since it is trivial for n = 2.
(ii) In the case all the singularities of Z are ordinary double points, we sometimes observe
that µ′k = max(γk − τZ , 0) (∀ k). However, this is restricted to the case where τZ = |SingZ|
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is not very large compared to Arnold’s number Arn−1(d), see Example (5.6) below. Here
Arn−1(d) gives a bound of numbers of singular points of projective hypersurfaces of degree
d in Pn−1 (see[Va2]), and is defined in the notation of (4.11.2) by
(4.11.3) Arn−1(d) := γn, [(n−1)d/2]+1 .
If n = 3, we have γn, [(n−1)d/2]+1 = γ3,d+1 = d(d − 1)/2, and this upper bound is attained
in the case of generic hyperplane arrangements (where kmax = 2d− 2, see [Wa1], [Sa5]).
If n = 4, Ar3(d) for d = 3, 4, 5, 6 are given by 4, 16, 31, 68 (in the first two cases, the upper
bound is attained by Cayley and Kummer surfaces as is well-known).
(iii) For k ∈ N, we have a short exact sequence
(4.11.4) 0→ I(k)→ OY (k)→
⊕
z∈SingZ
OY,z/(∂f)
∼
z → 0,
where I(k) := OY (k)⊗OY (∂f)
∼ ⊂ OY (k), and the last morphism is defined by substituting
y = 1 where y is a coordinate of Cn such that SingZ ∩ {y = 0} = ∅. It induces a long exact
sequence
(4.11.5) 0→ H0(Y, I(k))→ Rk
σk−→
⊕
z∈SingZ
OY,z/(∂f)
∼
z → H
1(Y, I(k))→ 0.
Since dimOY,z/(∂f)
∼
z = τz , and H
0(Y, I(k)) = Ik with Ik/(∂f)k = M
′
k+n as in (4.10.8), we
get
(4.11.6) dim (Im σk) = µ
′′
k+n, dimH
1(Y, I(k)) = dim (Coker σk) = νnd−k−n.
(iv) If there is z ∈ SingZ with τz = µz > 1, it is rather easy to see that we may have
(4.11.7) µ′′k < τZ , that is, νnd−k > 0, even if γk > µZ .
For simplicity, assume SingZ = {z} and there are global coordinates x1, . . . , xn of C
n such
that z /∈ {xn = 0} and moreover the yi := xi/xn (i ∈ [1, n
′]) give local coordinates such that
h := f/xdn is a semi-weighted-homogeneous polynomial of y1, . . . , yn′ with isolated singularity,
where n′ := n − 1. (Here (Z, z) is assumed quasihomogeneous.) Then σk in (4.11.5) is not
necessarily surjective even if we have the inequality
γk+n
(
= dimRk
)
> µz
(
= dim OanY,z/(∂h)z
)
.
Indeed, (∂h)z ⊂ O
an
Y,z does not coincide with a power of the maximal ideal of O
an
Y,z if µz > 1.
Note that the µ′′k, νk are not determined by the weights wi, see Examples (5.1–2) below.
(This depends on the relation between the coordinates xi of C
n and local coordinates yj of
(Y, z) associated with a weighted homogeneous polynomial defining (Z, z).)
(v) Assume |SingZ| = 1 and wi = a
−1
i for ai ∈ N with |a| :=
∑n−1
i=1 ai < (n− 1)d− 1 (for
instance, f = xazd−a + ybzd−b + xd + yd with a+ b < 2d− 1, where αZ = a
−1 + b−1). Then
(4.11.8) δ′′k > 0 for k ∈ [n, (n− 1)d− n].
Indeed, using (4.11.6) together with the m-adic filtration on OY,z, we can show in this case
(4.11.9) µ′′k > pk := qk−n with qk := #{ν ∈ Z
n−1 | 0 6 νi 6 ai − 2, |ν| 6 k}.
Here we have qk + q|a|−2n+1−k =
∏
i (ai − 1) = µZ = τZ , that is, pk + p|a|+1−k = µZ . Since
δ′′k = µ
′′
k + µ
′′
(n−1)d−k − µZ , the assertion is reduced to
pk + p(n−1)d−k − µZ = pk − p|a|+1−(n−1)d+k > 0.
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5. Explicit calculations
In this section we calculate some examples explicitly.
Example 5.1. Set µ′k = dimM
′
k, µ
(2)
k = dimM
(2)
k , etc., and
f1 = x
5 + y4z with h1 = x
5 + y4,
where n = 3, d = 5, τZ = 12, and χ(U) = 1, see (2.9.2). In this case Σ consists of one point
p := [0 : 0 : 1] ∈ P2, and (Z, p) is defined by h1. We have
(5.1.1)
k : 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 · · ·
γk : 1 3 6 10 12 12 10 6 3 1
µk : 1 3 6 10 12 13 13 12 12 12 12 · · ·
νk : 1 3 6 9 11 12 · · ·
µ(2)k : 1 1 1 1
µ′′k : 1 3 6 9 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 · · ·
µ′k : 1 1 1 1
and
(5.1.2)
bf1(s) = bh1(s)
∏9
i=6
(
s+ i
5
)
,
with bh1(s) = (s+ 1)
∏4
i=1
∏3
j=1
(
s+ i
5
+ j
4
)
.
These are done by using respectively Macaulay2 and RISA/ASIR as in [Sa6]. Note that
µ
(2)
k = µk − νk+d by (9) in the introduction, and bh(s) can be calculated also by applying
(1.9.2). These two calculations both imply
(5.1.3) R0f1 =
{
6
5
, 7
5
, 8
5
, 9
5
}
.
This is a good example for Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and (17).
Example 5.2. Let
f2 = x
5 + x2y3 + y4z with h2 = x
5 + x2y3 + y4,
where n = 3, d = 5, τZ = 12, and χ(U) = 1, see (2.9.2). Again Σ consists of one point
p := [0 : 0 : 1] ∈ P2, and (Z, p) is defined by h2. In this case, it is rather surprising that h2
is quasihomogeneous with τh2 = µh2 = 12, see a remark after Theorem 2. (This cannot be
generalized to polynomials of higher degrees as far as tried.) We have
(5.2.1)
k : 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 · · ·
γk : 1 3 6 10 12 12 10 6 3 1
µk : 1 3 6 10 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 · · ·
νk : 2 6 9 11 12 · · ·
µ(2)k : 1 1 1 1
µ′k :
(5.2.2)
bf2(s) = bh2(s)
∏4
i=3
(
s+ i
5
)
·
∏7
i=6
(
s+ i
5
)
,
with bh2(s) = (s+ 1)
∏4
i=1
∏3
j=1
(
s+ i
5
+ j
4
)
.
(5.2.3) R0f2 =
{
3
5
, 4
5
, 6
5
, 7
5
}
.
These are compatible with Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and (17), since M ′ = 0 in this case. This
together with Example (5.1) above gives a good example for Remark (4.11)(iv).
Example 5.3. Let
f3 = x
5 + x3y2 + y4z with h3 = x
5 + x3y2 + y4,
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where n = 3, d = 5, τZ = 11, and χ(U) = 1, see (2.9.2). As before Σ consists of one point
p := [0 : 0 : 1] ∈ P2, and (Z, p) is defined by h3. However, h3 is not quasihomogeneous with
µh3 = 12, τh3 = 11 in this case. We have by RISA/ASIR
(5.3.1)
bf3(s) = bh3(s)
(
s+ 4
5
)∏8
i=6
(
s+ i
5
)
,
bh3(s) = (s+ 1)
∏4
i=1
∏3
j=1
(
s+ i
5
+ j
4
− δi,4δj,3
)
,
where δi,k = 1 if i = k, and 0 otherwise. So we get
(5.3.3) R0f3 =
{
4
5
, 6
5
, 7
5
, 8
5
}
.
In this case the pole order spectral sequence degenerates at E3, and µ
(3)
k 6= 0 if and only if
k ∈ {4, 6, 7, 8} by calculations using computer programs based on [DiSt2], [Sa7]. We then
get R0f3 by applying Theorem 1 since RZ ∩
1
d
Z = {1} in this case.
Example 5.4. Let
f4 = x
4y2z + z7 with h4 = x
4z + z7, h′4 = y
2z + z7,
where n = 3, d = 7, τZ = µZ = 22 + 8 = 30, and χ(U) = 1, see (2.9.2–6) and (A.1) below.
We have
k : 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
γk : 1 3 6 10 15 21 25 27 27 25 21 15 10 6 3 1
µk : 1 3 6 10 15 21 25 28 30 31 31 30 30 30 30 30 30
νk : 1 3 6 10 15 20 24 27 29 30
µ(2)k : 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
ν(2)k : 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
δk : 1 1 1 1 1 1
where we have δk := µk−νk+d = µ
′
k in this case, see (14) in the introduction. The calculation
of µ
(2)
k , ν
(2)
k is made by computer programs based on [DiSt2], [Sa7].
On the other hand we get by (A.1) below and RISA/ASIR
14Rh′4 ⊂ 14Rh4 = 14RZ = {5} ⊔ {7, . . . , 21} ⊔ {23},
14Rf4 = {5} ⊔ {7, . . . , 24} ⊔ {26},
R0f4 =
{
11
7
, 12
7
, 13
7
}
.
Here 3/7 ∈ (RZ +Z<0
)
\RZ with 3/7 > αZ = 5/14, and µ3 = ν10 = 1 so that condition (11)
in Theorem 4 is not satisfied. (There is a similar phenomenon in the case f = x6y3 − z9.)
Remark 5.5. Let
f5 = x
5yz + x4y2z + z7 with h5 = x
5z + x4z + z7, h′5 = yz + y
2z + z7.
Here h5 is quasi-homogeneous at the origin, but it has also a singularity of type A1 at
(x, z) = (−1, 0). On the other hand, h′5 has two singularities of type A1, one of which is
the same as the A1-singularity of h5. So we get µZ = 22 + 1 + 1 = 24. A calculation by
Macaulay2 shows that conditions (11) and the inclusion (12) in Theorem 4 do hold in this
case. Indeed, the inequality µk > νk+d is valid for k = 3, and CS(f) = {3}. Here χ(U) = 7
is quite large, see also Remark (2.9).
Example 5.6. Let
f6 = (x
2 + y2 + z2 + w2)3 − (x6 + y6 + z6 + w6),
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with n = 4, d = 6, τZ = µZ = |SingZ| = 52. We have
k : 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 · · ·
γk : 1 4 10 20 35 52 68 80 85 80 68 52 35 20 10 4 1
µk : 1 4 10 20 35 52 68 80 85 80 68 56 53 52 52 52 52 52 · · ·
νk : 4 18 32 42 48 51 52 · · ·
µ′′k : 1 4 10 20 34 48 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 · · ·
µ′k : 1 4 16 28 33 28 16 4 1
δk : 1 4 10 20 35 48 50 48 43 32 17 4 1
δ′′k : 1 4 10 20 34 44 34 20 10 4 1
Here I4 = M
′
8 6= 0 in R4 = Ω
4
8, although the latter has dimension 35 which is quite smaller
than |SingZ| = 52.
Example 5.7. Let
f7 = u
3 + v3 + x3 + y3 + z3 − (u+ v + x+ y + z)3,
with n = 5, d = 3, τZ = µZ = |SingZ| = 10. This is a kind of a generalization of Cayley
surface to the case n = 5. Here M ′ vanishes. Indeed, we have
k : 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 · · ·
γk : 1 5 10 10 5 1
µk : 1 5 10 10 10 10 10 · · ·
νk : 5 9 10 · · ·
µ′′k : 1 5 10 10 10 10 10 · · ·
µ′k :
δk : 1 1
This is compatible with a computation by RISA/ASIR showing that
bf7(s) = (s+ 1)(s+ 2)
2
(
s+ 5
3
)(
s + 7
3
)
with RZ = {1, 2}.
Remark 5.8. It is known that for f = x5 + y5 + yz(x3 + z2w), Supp{µ′k} is not discretely
connected, according to Aldo Conca, see [Sti]. Indeed,
∑
k µ
′
k T
k = T 9 + T 11 in this case
(using (A.3) below). We also have
∑
k µ
′
k T
k = T 12+ T 16 if f = x7+ y7+ yz2(x4 + z3w). No
such example is known if condition (W) is satisfied.
Appendix: Explicit computations using computers
In this Appendix we explain how to use the computer programs Macaulay2 and Singular
for explicit calculations of roots of Bernstein-Sato polynomials.
A.1. Calculation of RZ. Using (1.9.2–3) together with the computer program Macaulay2,
one can easily calculate the Steenbrink spectrum and the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of a
weighted homogeneous polynomial h with weights wi and having an isolated singularity.
To determine the weights of weighted homogeneous polynomials with isolated singularities
for n = 2, it is enough to consider the following cases up to a permutation of variables:
(A.1.1) xi + yj, x(xi + yj), xy(xi + yj),
where the weights (w1, w2) are given respectively by
(A.1.2)
(
j
ij
, i
ij
)
,
(
j
(i+1)j
, i
(i+1)j
)
,
(
j
ij+i+j
, i
ij+i+j
)
.
Combined with (1.9.5), this implies that the Milnor numbers are respectively
(A.1.3) (i− 1)(j − 1), (i+ 1)(j − 1) + 1, (i+ 1)(j + 1).
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Set e = GCD(i, j), a = j/e, b = i/e, and let m be either
ij/e or (i+ 1)j/e or (ij + i+ j)/e,
depending on the above three cases. One can calculate the right-hand side of (1.9.3) with
T = t1/m in the case h = xy(x3 + y2), for instance, by typing in Macaulay2
A = QQ[T]; i=3; j=2; e=gcd(i,j); a=j/e; b=i/e; m=(i*j+i+j)/e
(T∧a - T∧m)/(1 - T∧a)*(T∧b - T∧m)/(1 - T∧b)
(If one copies the input from a pdf file of this paper, then ∧ should be replaced by a character
from a keyboard.) In this case, the output should be
T 17 + T 15 + T 14 + T 13 + T 12 + 2T 11 + T 10 + T 9 + T 8 + T 7 + T 5
(In the other two cases, the definition of m should be replaced by i*j/e or (i+1)*j/e.)
These calculations can be used to determine RZ . (For this it would be also possible to
use RISA/ASIR if the singularities are not very complicated.)
A.2. Determination of the singularities of Z. It is sometimes difficult to see whether
a semi-weighted-homogeneous polynomial hz is quasi-homogeneous or not, see (1.8). In our
case this can be verified by seeing whether the total Tjurina number τZ coincides with the
total Milnor number µZ . The latter can be obtained by using the method in (A.1), and the
former is given by high coefficients of the polynomial mu in (A.3) or (A.4) below. This can
be seen explicitly if the separator “ ; ” at the end of the definition of mu is removed (where
Return must be pressed).
However, it may be possible that τZ and µZ obtained by the above procedure coincide
even though some singularity is not quasi-homogeneous. This may occur if there is a hidden
singular point of Z. In the case of Remark (5.5), for instance, this may be verified by typing
in Macaulay2 as follows:
R = QQ[x,y,z]; f = x∧5*y*z+x∧4*y∧2*z+z∧7;
S = R/(f); I = (radical ideal singularLocus S); decompose I
The output in this case should be
{ideal (z, y), ideal (z, x + y), ideal (z, x)}.
This shows that there is a hidden singular point at [1 : −1 : 0]. (This may be useful to see
whether the assumption SingZ ⊂ Σ′ in (1.12) is satisfied for explicit examples.)
There is another method to see whether all the singular points of Z are quasi-homogeneous
by using a computer program like Singular as in [DiSt2]. Setting h := f |z=1 after a general
coordinate change of C3 such that SingZ ∩ {z = 0} = ∅, we can compare
τh := dimC[x, y]/(h, hx, hy) and µh := dimC[x, y]/(h
2, hx, hy),
using Singular (and also [BrSk]), see [DiSt2]. For instance, setting
h = x5(x+ 1)z + x4(x+ 1)2z + z7,
(which is the restriction of f to y = x+1, and defines Z|x 6=y ⊂ C
2), we can calculate the total
Tjurina number of h for the singular points of Z|x 6=y by typing in the computer program
Singular as follows:
ring R = 0, (x,z), dp; poly y=x+1;
poly f=x∧5*y*z+x∧4*y∧2*z+z∧7;
ideal J=(jacob(f),f);
vdim(groebner(J));
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We also get the total Milnor number µh of h by replacing (jacob(f),f) with (jacob(f),f
∧2)
(where f∧2 should be f∧(n-1) in general, see [BrSk]). The problem is then whether we have
SingZ ∩ {x = y} = ∅.
This can be verified by comparing τh and τZ , where τZ can be obtained by µk for k ≫ 0, see
also the calculation of µ′k as in (A.3) below (with f replaced by f in this subsection). Note
that τZ is also obtained as tau in the Macaulay2 calculation in (A.3) below, which can be
seen by removing “;” after the definition of tau.
A.3. Calculation of the µ′k. We can get
∑
k µ
′
k T
k in the case of Example (5.1), for
instance, by typing in Macaulay2 as follows:
R=QQ[x,y,z]; A=frac(QQ[T]); n=3; f=x∧5+y∧4*z;
d=first degree f; d1=n*d-n+1; d2=n*d-n;
mus1=sub(hilbertSeries(R/(diff(x,f),diff(y,f),diff(z,f)),Order=>d1),A);
mus2=sub(hilbertSeries(R/(diff(x,f),diff(y,f),diff(z,f)),Order=>d2),A);
nu=mus1*T∧n-((T∧d-T)/(T-1))∧n; tau=(mus1-mus2)/T∧(n*d-n);
mub=tau*(T∧(n*d+1)-1)/(T-1)-sub(nu,{T=>1/T})*T∧(n*d);
mup=mus1*T∧n-mub
Here mus1, mus2, mub, mup respectively mean µ• shifted(1), µ• shifted(2), µ′′• , µ
′
•
. In this
case, the output should be T 9+T 8+T 7+T 6. One can see the intermediate results by removing
“ ; ” (and pressing Return). This method can be applied also to the case of Example (5.4).
A.4. Calculation of the δk = µk − νk+d. It is also possible to get
∑
k δk T
k, for instance,
in the case of Example (5.2) by typing
R=QQ[x,y,z]; A=frac(QQ[T]); n=3; f=x∧5+x∧2*y∧3+y∧4*z;
d=first degree f; d2=n*d-n; d3=n*d-n+d;
mus2=sub(hilbertSeries(R/(diff(x,f),diff(y,f),diff(z,f)),Order=>d2),A);
mus3=sub(hilbertSeries(R/(diff(x,f),diff(y,f),diff(z,f)),Order=>d3),A);
nu2=mus3*T∧n-((T∧d-T)/(T-1))∧n; delta=mus2*T∧n-nu2/T∧d
In the four variable case, Q[x,y,z] and n = 3 should be replaced respectively by Q[x,y,z,w]
and n = 4, and diff(w,f) must be added in the definitions of mus2, mus3. (This is similarly
for (A.3).) In this case the output should be T 7 + T 6 + T 4 + T 3. This is compatible with
(5.2.3) by Theorem 4, where CS(f) = ∅ and RZ is calculated by (A.1).
We can apply the above calculation to Walther’s example [Wa2] (see also [Sa5]) where f
is given by
x*y*z*(x+3*z)*(x+y+z)*(x+2*y+3*z)*(2*x+y+z)*(2*x+3*y+z)*(2*x+3*y+4*z);
x*y*z*(x+5*z)*(x+y+z)*(x+3*y+5*z)*(2*x+y+z)*(2*x+3*y+z)*(2*x+3*y+4*z);
In this case,
∑
k δk T
k is a polynomial of degree 16 and 15 respectively. Since 16
9
/∈ 1
3
Z
and RZ = {
2
3
, 1, 4
3
}, this implies that bf (s) is not a combinatorial invariant of a hyperplane
arrangement, see also [Sa5]. Note that the above first polynomial gives the same {δk} as
Ziegler’s (see [Zi]):
x*y*z*(x+y-z)*(x-y+z)*(2*x-2*y+z)*(2*x-y-2*z)*(2*x+y+z)*(2*x-y-z);
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